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Race Is Taking Shapel
Two Announce, Another Expected 
1 Fifth House
The filing deadline is alniost two
months away, but the race for a suc-
cessor to State Rep. Kenny Imes in the
5th House District is beginning to take
shape.
Imes announced last week that he
won't run for re-election.Two men,
Murray City Attorney J. William "Bill"
Phillips, 44, and Calloway County
schoolteacher Freed Curd, 45, have
announced for the Democratic
nomination to succeed Imes. Curd has
filed his papers with Kentucky Board of
Elections, officials there say.
A Kentucky governor, lieutenant
governor, as well as "lesser" state
officials, senators and representatives
will be elected this year. Locally, all 12
seats on Murray Common Council and
offices on the Hazel Board of Trustees
are up for election and according to
Marvin Harris, county court clerk, no
one has filed for any of those seats.
Imes threw the seat open early last
week when he announced he won't seek
re-election this year. Sources say the
Murray Democrat will resign after the
current Extraordinary Session of
Kentucky General Assembly and will
be named to a state post in the Carroll
Administration.
The 5th House seat Imes represents
takes in all of Calloway Comity and the
western portion of Trigg County.
Traditionally, due to the heavy
Democratic voter registration in the
district, winning the Democratic
nomination in May has assured the
Primary winner will be elected in
November.
In addition to Phillips and Curd,
another local educator, Mary Jane
Littleton, is expected to announce for
the Democratic nomination this week.
Sources in Trigg County say that no
names have surfaced at this time in
that county as potential candidates for
the seat.
Although no one has filed for the 1st
^ ' &like seat Currently held by Mayfield
attorney Richard Weisenberger, he is
expected to seek re-election. Weisen-
.berger represents Calloway, Graves,
Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle and a small
portion of Marshall counties.
Primary election day is May 29.
Party candidates for state and local
offices must file declarations for
nomination with the Kentucky
secretary of state or county court clerk
55 days before the Primary (not later
than April 4), election officials say.
Prospective voters, who are not
registered or need to change precincts
or party affiliations for the Primary.
have until April 30 to do so. Registration
books will be closed for the Primary
from April 30 through June 5.
According to election officials,
persons 18-years-old, or those who will
be 18 by the 1979 November election and
who will possess the 30-day residential
qualifications in a precinct, may
register to vote, election officials say.
General Election Day this year is
Nov. 6.
Imes, 31, would neither confirm nor
deny rumors earlier this week that he is
in line for appointment to a statewide
post or that the prospect of such a post
figured in his decision.
Imes said he will probably resign at
the end of the current special session of
Kentucky General Assembly.
The state representative said he does
plan to seek public office again in the
future, possibly in 1981. Local political
observers have speculated he may
enter the race for Calloway County
judge-executive in the May, 1981,
primary.
Curd, the only person to actually file
papers with the state for the seat thus
far, says his chief concerns in his bid
for the office are "fighting tax in-
creases for middle and low income
families, agriculture, improving area
roads and fighting government waste
Major campaign issues," Phillips
says. "include fighting government
waste and elimination of non-essential
programs, preservation of the family
fat m, exclusion of foreign land
ownership, elimination of the widow's
inheritance tax, levy of a natural
resources severance tax comparable to
other mining and oil producing states,
and obtaining a substantial increase for
construction maintenance and repair
of county roads in the district."
TWO-VEHICLE COLLISION — Anthony Lee Coles, 20, of Route 4, Murray, was killed Monday night when his pick-
up truck, shown above, collided with a truck driven by William A. Talley, 19, of Princeton. The accident occurred at
8 p.m. on U.S. Highway 641 near the south city limits of Murray. Photo By Jennie B. Gordon




A two-vehicle accident at 8 p.m.
,Monday night on U.S. Highway 641 near
the south city limits of Murray claimed
the life of a 20-year-old Calloway
County man, Anthony Lee ( Andy)
Coles.
Coles, son of Mr. and Mrs. Gerald L.
Coles of Route 4, Murray, was the
driver of a northbound 1974 GMC
pickup which collided with a 1977
Chevrolet pickup driven by William A.
Talley. 19, of Princeton, a student at
Murray State University. Talley, who
was not injured, was going south on 641
and, according to Murray Police
reports, was passing a car at the time of
.the accident.
Talley's truck skidded 136 feet before
it hit the Coles truck and 98 feet after
the impact. the police report said. A
passenger in the Talley truck, Richard
Askew, was not injured.
The Murray Fire Department used
the "Jaws of Life" equipment to ex-
tract Coles' body kom his vehicle. He
was dead on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
According to Calloway County
Attorney Max Parker, the cir-
cumstances surrounding the accident
will be presented to the Calloway
County Circuit Court Grand Jury
Wednesday to determine if any charges
should be filed.
The Murray man, born Feb. 22, 1958,
was a 1976 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a partner in his
father's floor tile service. He was a
member of the Pleasant Valley Church
ot Christ and a drummer with Kentucky
Jones Band.
Colas is survived by a sister, Sherrie,
and a brother, Timmy, both at home.. A
grandmother. Mrs. Cloteal Coles,
Route 2, Hazel, also survives.
The funeral will be at 2 p.m. Wed-
nesday at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with burial in the Green Plains
Cemetery. Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. Tuesday.
Anthony Lee Coles
D.C. Police Keep Tight Corral Around Militant Farmers
By MIKE FEINSILBER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON AP) — Police kept a
tight corral around the tractors of
thousands of militant farmers today as
Agriculture Secretary Bob Bergland
charged that some of the protesters
were "driven by just old-fashioned
greed."
Bergland declared that the disruptive
tactics of the farmers were "an un-
mitigated disaster, from a public
relations point of view." He added the
display tended "to discredit all of
agriculture and does not reflect the
majority" of those who till the soil.
Despite isolated reports of rock-
throwing and slashing of tires on police
cars, authorities completely stymied
the traffic-snarling tactics with which
the farmers had tied the capital in knots
a day earlier, when 19 protesters were
arrested.
Police had answered the motorized
protest Monday with their own
vehicular show of force. They
surgounded the main armada of
tractors and trucks with squad cars and
other government vehicles after the
farm vehicles had been parked On the
Mall. a grassy strip between the Capitol
and the Lincoln Memorial.
General Assembly Pauses Today
In Memorial To Sen. Tom Garrett
By HERBERT SPARROW
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFCTRT, Ky. ( AP) — The
special session of the General
Assembly pauses today to remember
Senate Majority Leader Tom Garrett,
D-Paducah, whose sudden death late
Sunday shocked the legislators.
A memorial service was scheduled at
noon in the Capitol Rotunda for Garrett.
a 17-year veteran of the Senate who was
eulogized Monday as an unique and
respected leader.
."I can think of the loss of no member
today's index
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Mostly cloudy with snow likely
tonight. Lows tonight in the mid
Vs to around 30 Snow ending and
partial clearing Wednesday.
Highs in the upper 20s.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
The extended forecast calls for
fair. conditions Thursday. with a
chance of rain or snow Friday
.and Saturday
which would leave a greater void," said
Sen. Joe Prather, D-Vine Grove, the
president pro tern of the Senate. "He
had an uncanny ability to deal with
complex issues in a very minimum of
words and deal with them capably."
The House, meantime, is expected to
vote today on an amended budget that
will combine cuts in agency programs
and surplus funds to finance tax cuts
expected to be approved later in the
week.
The Senate went ahead with its work
Monday and passed the first two bills of
the four-week-old special session.
The bills passed by the Senate and
sent to the governor repeal the
requirement that fiscal courts supply
space to parole and probation officers
and prohibit the state from deducting
from net court revenues of local
governments moneys received for
keeping and dieting prisoners.
The Senate also approved and sent to
the governor a House resolution urging
the federal Environmental Protection
Agency not to take threatened
regulatory action that would ban Ohio
utilities from buying low-sulphur
Kentucky coal.
Passed and sent to the House was a
bill to require the state to pay mileage
and expenses for sheriffs for arrests
and conveyance of misdemeanor of-
fenders upon a warrant issued in
another county if the offender is con-
victed.
The House Monday gave unanimous
approval to a bill that would make it
easier for the General Assembly to
recess and reconvene if necessary to
override a governor's veto.
- The measure, sponsored by Rep, Joe
Clarke, D-Danvfll e t4 Would eliminate
pay and expenses when the Legislature
Is in recess for more than a day.
Clarke's bill — intended to give
legislators more power over the fate of
their bills — may not be needed, since
there appear to be no great rifts





Murray taxpayers who need help
preparing income tax returns will find
free assistance close to home, ac-
cording to the Internal Revenue Ser-
vice.
Trained volunteers will be at the West
Kentucky Livestock and Exposition
Center on College Farm Road on
Wednesdays from 2 to 5 p.m. to assist
those needing help.
The IRS, in cooperation with retired,
social and civic organizations, college
groups and interested individuals, has
established temporary tax assistance
offices throughout Kentucky. Volun-
teers trained by the IRS staff these
locations to assist low-income and older
Americans with a step-by-step corn
pletion of their income tax forms.
Many taxpayers find this volunteer
income tax assistance (VITA
preferable to regular IRS taxpayer
service offices because VITA locations
are more conveniently located and
operate on more flexible schedules, an
MS spokesman indicated.
Individuals seeking tax assistance at
a VITA location are reminded to bring
with them their tat package and all
pertinent documents such as W-2 forms
and interest statements
Authorities and protest leaders met
without success today in what police
tanned an effort to work out a com-
promise under which the farmers could
resume their demonstrations without
violence or major disruptions of traffic.
In the first of several public ap-
pearances in which he reiterated a
tough Carter administration line.
Bergland said many of the farmers who
participated in the American
Agriculture movement protest were
"generally representing what we
describe as local problems."
"There are others who have made
bad business judgments, paid too much
money for land ... others are seeking
publicity and others are driven by old-
fashioned greed," Bergland said on
ABC-TV's "Good Morning America"
program.
Later, in a, separate interview before
a speech to state agriculture officials.
Bergland called the demonstration "an
unmitigated disaster."
The police encircled the farm
vehicles as they were parked during a
rally at the Capitol Monday afternoon.
The tactic guaranteed a smooth
evening rush hour, and there was no
letup today despite the farmers' in-
tention to put the tractors back on the
streets.
"We feel like we're in bondage. I
don't trust anybody I see out there,"
said Jerry Harming, a farmer from
near Lansing, Mich.
While the movement tried to get its
machines in motion again — claiming a
constitutional right to petition the
government from the seat of a tractor
— the indications were that this time
the farmers would find stiff resistance
in the government.
While President Carter sympathized
with the farmers' costprice squeeze in a
speech. his chief inflation fighter,
Alfred Kahn, told reporters the protest
did not "bode well" for food prices.
In Congress, Speaker Thomas P
O'Neill said he would listen to the
farmers' pleas for government action
to insure higher prices although, "I
thought we passed a pretty good bill
last year." Rep. Peter Peyser,
accused the farmers of wasting 600,000
gallons of fuel and Rep. Richard Kelly,
R-Fla., said he would not be "in-
timidated by traffic jams and bully
tactics."
Thousands of commuters — including
a few cabinet members — were hours
late getting to work because of the
creeping "tractorcades" which, with
lights glowing and CB radios crackling,
stopped traffic more effectively than
any Vietnam protest of a decade ago.
Police said the farmers broke their
agreements to let traffic move, and
when the farmers parked Monday
afternoon on the browned lawn of the
Mall to attend a Capitol rally, the police
struck back. They encircled the trac-
tors with a wall of vehicles.
Through the night, no tractors were
permitted out, a tactic police hoped
would prevent the farmers from
stopping traffic for a second day.
The police estimated 3,500 demon-
strators and 1,350 vehicles — tractors,
pickups. campers, livestock trailers.
CCHS QUEEN CANDIDATES — These six Calloway County' High School students are the candidates for
Homecoming Queen at the school this year. Left to right are (bottbm row) Shannon Jones, daughter of Sharon War-
mark and Harold jone0kmanda Dunn, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ray Dunn: Teresa McKinney, daughter of Mi. and
Mrs. lames H. McKinney; (top row) Tammi Crouse, daughter of Mr. and-Mrs. Elvin (rouse; Dawn Sledd, daughter of
Mr. and Mn. Joe Sled* and Kathy Loyetto.daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Lovett. Homecoming will be celebrated at
the CCHS-St. Mary basketball game on February 17.
Photo by Jennie B. Gordon
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Hot New Spring Designs Are
Featured In Men's Designs
By LINDA DEUTS(H
Associated Press Writer
WS ANGELES (AP) - The
stylernakers in men's fashion
fleve in from the frozen East
this week with trunks full of
hot new spring designs and a
-message for the modern male
-"Deal be a fashion clone "
The Men's Fashion Associa-
tion, a network of some 150 de-
signers, unveiled an eclectic
collection of business and
sports outfits aimed at every-
one from stockbrokers to rock
stars
For the conservative gent,
there were alternatives to the
dart blue business suit - pale
"Spring tweeds" subtle
enough to offer a change with-
out going wild.
You can climb up the lad-
der without looking duller than
a financial report in a bad
year," said MFA fashion di-
rector Chip Tolbert.
"American businessmen are
in danger of being turned into
an army of fashion clones,"
Tolbert said, "as if they were
being Xeroxed into their
clothes every morning."
The high fashion designers
who showed business suits
urged a little daring. Calvin
Klein substituted T-shirts or
crew neck sweaters under
suits in place of the traditional
shirt. Pierre Cardin joined
other desigriErs in advocating
a new, narrow silhouette for
men along with softer, more
comfortable fabrics - silk,
linen and cotton.
The key factors to bear in
mind this season are the nar-
rowing of lapels and pocket
flaps," Tolbert told fashion
editors who gathered here for
the spring shows. "There is
also the minimization of shirt
collars and the narrowing of
ties."
Tolbert conceded in an inter-
view that "not every man is
going to be wearing a two-inch
lapel or an inch-wide tie." But
he added, "These designs are
done as catalysts for the in-
dustry."
When it came to sportswear,
the designers seemed certain
that the American man is
ready for a fling.
Whether it was a pink-and-
beige jogging suit or a flowing
silk shirt by Ursel of Italy, the
look was the antithesis of dull.
"Mainstream manufacturers
such as Robert Bruce, Don
Robbie, and MALE brought on
sometimes outrageous num-
bers such as satin jogging
suits, unisex running shorts
and a -surgeon's shirt"
modeled exactly like the ones
worn in operating rooms with
V-necks and short sleeves.
Yvonne Dihe, narrating the
Don Robbie show, stunned the
stylewatchers by putting
white socks on his models.
"'This is a very important
nefee leek," he insisted. The re-
'pease, however, was a few
muffled giggles.
The impact of athletics was
evident in almost every line.
There were . uniforms for ten-
nis, running, boating, racquet
ball and the new craze -
rollerskating.
Al Braaelton of MALE said
the new sportswear is aimed
at young men whose only con-
cern in lift is having fun.
"The highest use of their
time is fun," said Braselton.
"They want to be trendy and
chic."
For this group, MALE of-
fered a nostalgic line of
1950s-style Hawaiian shirts,
embroidered jeans and "hot
roller" disco T-sturts with
black jeans.
Braseltoo said be sensed that
his fellow designers might not
be taking the fashion business
vety seriously these days, But
he offered them a new slogan,
which be credited to Oscar
Wilde.
"The superficial things," he•




 Frances Drake <Cf
FOR WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 7, 1119
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sion
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) le)
Social ambitions may be out
of line with the needs of
family. The home front finds
family Members getting in
each others' way.
TAURUS
( Apr. 20 to May 20)
There is a lot on your mind
today, so much, that you may
not be particularly effective in
getting your ideas across to
others.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Others may find fault with
how you're handling finances.
If you receive a gift, be sure to
be appreciative. Watch ex-
penditures. _
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22) eel
Close ones may have dif-
ficulty in fathoming your
moods. Self-preoccupation
could make you inconsiderate
of others' feelings.
LEO.
(July 23 to Aug. n)ta.ktC
You could be somewhat
abrupt with others in the a.m.
Later, mulling things over in
private may not lead to the
desired solutions.
VIRGO
Aug. 23 to Sept. 221
You're in the mood to
socialize despite the many
chores you have to finish.
Efforts to do both seem
doomed to mixed results.
LIBRA
( Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) -D--r1
Morning hours find you
making social plans, which
may have to be cancelled due
to business and domestic
pressures in the p.m.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) ITL'el
A social gesture at business
may be inappropriate in the
a.m. Discussions with others
in the p.m. reveal conflicting
viewpoints.
SAGITTARIUS
( Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
It may be difficult to receive
financial backing for one of
your ideas. A talk with an
wpti,















+ The Small One
YOU'LL BELIEVE 10
A MAN CAN FLY
SUPERMAN
Thurs-.1 110 PASSES NO BARGAIN NITE1
C444.












(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19 )
You and a friend get along
well until the social scene
steps up its pace and you find
yourselves pulled in opposite
directions.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Co-workers may be touchy
— what's more you haven't
the foggiest notion as to what's
bothering them. Don't take it
too personally, though.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
It may be difficult to unwind
in a social situation. Friends
seem distant and you may ape
their mood. You may feel
alone in a crowd.
YOU BORN TODAY have a
scientific and analytical
mentality; yet you also have
an affinity for the humanities.
At times you let depression get
the better of you. Your desire
for perfection can make you
feel inadequate and you
sometimes settle for a job
that's beneath your
capability. Your best success
comes with a good education,
which gives you the con-





and Mark Anthony Jetton
Mr. and Mrs. Noble Paschall of Hazel Route One announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their youngest
daughter, Brenda Lee, to Mark Anthony Jetton, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Thomas Jetton of Mayfield Route One.
The bride-elect is a senior at Calloway County High School.
Mr. Jetton attended Sedalia High School and is presently
employed with Jetton Construction.
A March wedding is planned
Local .4 gent Says—
HEALTH
Second cousin
DEAR DR. LAMB — I
have been dating my second
cousin and we wore tbdubin4
of not seeing each (abet
anymore. If we get mieigale,
we would get married and
we are concerned about
whether our children would
be normal. My mother said
she has heard of other cases
like this and the children
were fine. Was this just
luck? Please tell me the
chances of ow- children
being retarded or having
other defects. My grandfa-
ther and his mother are
brother and sister. This isn't
a weird relationship either.
DEAR READER —I don',
know whether you're a stu-
dent of history or not, but in
ancient Egypt brothers and
sisters in a royal family
married each other. Consid-
ering what happened to the
Egyptian ruling dynasty.
that may not be a recom-
mendation for such a prac-
tice.
In the animal kingdom,
the way pure breeds are
produced, literally, is by
"inbreeding."
Children are always the
combination of genes from
both parents. These inher-
ited characteristics deter-
mine whether a child is born
with any inherited defects or
not.
The positive side of that is
that these same inherited
characteristics determine
how super the offspring may
Use Different Kinds Of Soup For
Nourishing Meals During Winter




During the colder months,
nothing can be as satisfying as
a thick, steamy bowl of soup.
It's an economical meal
because it's a way to plan to
'Dean: Abil,
By Abigail Van Buren
She's Losing Interest
BecauseofHisSaving
DEAR ABBY: I'm 33, divorced, and have been dating
Gary for two years. He says he loves me and wants to marry
me, but I'm not ready for another marriage just yet.
My problem is the way Gary holds on to his money. He's
never offered to pay my baby-sitter. (I have two children.)
Twice I've had to ask Gary to lend-me money for the sitter
because I was short.
Now he wants me to go on an ski vacation with him and...
expects me to pay all my own expenses - plane fare, lodging,
meals and even the ski-lift tickets!
My girlfriends tell me that when they go on trips with
their boyfriends, the guys pay for everything. It's not that
Gary can't afford to treat me. Far from it. He is very well-
heeled.
This money problem is making me resent him. Am I ex-
pecting too much? What do you think?
MONEY TROUBLE
DEAR TROUBLE: Generous he's not. But before you
label him a well-heeled heel, consider this. Gary may need to
prove to himself that he's not buying your companionship.
Rejoice. If you decide to say goodbye, you'll owe him
nothing.
DEAR ABBY: I am a 23-year-old woman who gave birth to
a fine, healthy baby boy three weeks ago.
What should I say to women who criticize me for not
breast-feeding my baby?
My mother-in-law suggested I tell them I don't have
enough milk to nurse my baby, but that isn't the case. My
decision was a personal choice, and one I am happy with.
I talked it over with my doctor, and he assured me that a
bottle-fed baby gets as much nourishment as a breast-fed
baby, and as long as a close physical contact is maintained




DEAR MOTHER: Your honest response: "My decision is
a personal choke, and one I am happy with" is far better
9:40 than the cop-out suggested by your mother-in-law. Use it.
DEAR ABBY: Now that so many couples are living
together without marriage, how does one address letters,
cards and invitations to both of them?
My wife says if HE is living in HER home, they are ad-
dressed Mary Jones and John Brown. But if SHE is living in
HIS home, they are addressed John Brown and Mary Jones.
Who is right?
US IN GALLATIN, TEN N.
DEAR US: No matter wise/aims it l they are address-
ed alphabetically -each ••11/ written on a separate
Example:p441 N Gentra) (It smene, MUCK
ARADISE ALI5












City, state and zip code
CONFIDENTIAL TO VIRGO IN CAMDEN, N.J.: Up
front is best. Tell him you're gay. If be can't handle it, it's
HIS problem.
Getting married? Whether, you want • formal church
wedding sr • simple de-yew-ewe-thing ceremony, get
Abby's new booklet, "Hew' bi Have a Lovely **Writ"
Seed 21 and a long, stamped 128 costal self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 122 Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
use "extra" or leftover foods.
It's not difficult to prepare
soup. Use a blender to process
vegetables fur- cream soups
and a pressure cooker to speed
up cooking fresh of leftover
meats for hearty soups.
There is no limit to the
number and variety of soups.
But most can be placed in one
of three categories. There are
thin, clear soups like broths,
bouillons and consommes;
thin, light, delicate soups like
bisques, thin cream soups and
vegetable broths; and thick,
hearty soups like chowders
made from meat, poultry, fish
and-or vegetables.
You may need to thicken
soup to give it more body.
Cereals or flour are good
choices.
When using cereals, bring
the soup to boil, and reduce
the heat again to a simmer as
soon as the addition has been
made Stir raw cereal into the
soup during the last hour of
cooking. For a lighter
thickening, add to the original
amount of water:
+1 teaspoon barley and 1
cup water
+1 teaspoon rice and 1 cup
water.
+1 teaspoon oatmeal and 1
--7-..46?e2r2714.
HALEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Haley
of Almo Route 1 are the
parents of a baby boy, Michael
Adam, weighing eight pounds,
measuring 19 inches, born on
Sunday, Jan. 21, at 4:43 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The father is employed at B.
F. Goodrich Company,
Calvert City.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. James Haley and Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Graham, all of
Almo Route 1. Great grand-
parents are Mrs. Ruby Haley
and Mrs. Larue Bizzell, Almo
Route 1, Mr. and Mrs. Ryan
Graham, Murray Route 2, and
Mr. and Mrs. Ha? ford Staples,
Benton. Great great grand-
mothers are Mrs. Minnie
Thweatt and Mrs. Amanda
Staples of Benton.
LINDSEY TWINS
Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Lin-
dsey of Farmington Route 1
are the parents of twin sons,
Jackie Wayne and Jeffrey
Wayne, born on Wednesday,
Jan. 24, at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Bertha Lindsey and the late
Ory Lindsey, and Mr. and
Mrs. Les Erwin, Farmington.
DRAKE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Cody Drake,
Spence Chapel Road,
Mayfield, announce the birth
of a baby boy, Cody Jason,




Mrs. Junior Drake and Mr.
and Mrs. R. T. Ivy, Mayfield.
cup water, or
teaspoon quick-cooking
tapioca and 1 cup water
To thicken cooked soup with
flour, add 1½ teaspoons flour
for each cup of soup. Make a
paste of the flour with twice as
much cold stock, milk or
water. For example, add 1 1 2
teaspoons flour to 1 tablespoon
liquid. Pour the past slowly
into the boiling soup while
‘'etirring simmer and stir for 5
minutes.
Make your own cream soups
by adaIng 1 cup of cooked
vegetables, meat or fish to 2







Melt shortening in double
boiler, add flour and salt and
stir until smooth. Add milk
and cook until thick. Yield: 1
cup.
Cream Soup
Prepare white sauce using
milk or a combination of milk
and liquid in which the
vegetable, meat or fish was
cooked. If desired, dice or
puree vegetable. Add
vegetable, meat or fish and
seasoning to hot white sauce
and mix. If soup must stand
before serving, cover and hold
over hot water.
a
Lawrence E. Lamb, M.D.
be, too. It follows that if both
parents have exceptionally
good genes and don't have
any defective genes, the
children should turn out re-
markably well.
The problem is that no one
can guarantee you that all of
your genes will induce per-
fect characteristics. Both
parents may have some re-
cessive genes that don't af-
fect their own individual
characteristics. These
recessive, or secondary,
genes may by chance be
matched in producing an
offspring. At that time, the
undesirable trait may sur-
face.
The answer to your ques-
tion really rests in genetic
counseling. David Hendin
and Joan Marks have a book
called "The Genetic Connec-
tion: How To Protect Your
Family Against Hereditary
Disease" which can give you
some useful information
(William Morrow and Co.,
Inc., 105 Madison Avenue,
New York, NY 10016, $8.95).
This book also contains a list
of the genetic counseling
centers in the various states.
If you and your cousin
have genetic counseling, one
of the things the center will
want to know is what dis-
eases your families have
had in the past.
Finally, if you marry a
relative and have children,
you could, of course, have
tests done during your preg-
nancy to determine whether
or not the baby was healthy
or had a defect.
If you find out during the
pregnancy that the develop-
ing baby has a genetic;
defect, then you're faced
with a second decision:
whether or not you wish to -
continue the pregnancy.
"The Genetic Connection"
will give you additional in-.4
formation on how these labo-'
ratory tests are done and the 4
techniques available to help
you reduce the risk off;
genetic disease in your chil-
dren.
There are other things be-
sides genes that affect the
baby. The mother-to-be who
uses alcohol may damage
her baby, whether she
drinks too much each day or:
goes on a couple of binges
during pregnancy. Alcohol
has other bad effects on your
health.
THOSE WHO want to.
know what alcohol does to
the body can send 50 cents
with a long, stamped, self-
addressed envelope for The •
Health Letter number 1-4.
Address your request to Dr.
Lamb in care of this newspa-,
per, P.O. Box 1551, Radio'
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much easier. And don't forget
garden gloves; they will save
many a scratch or bruise on
your hands. -
Do spend some time
planning. It can save time
later and make your spring
garden a real pleasure. Even
a carelessly arranged garden.
needs planning. I am not
thinking of a formal garden,
but the usual flower beds
around a home.
A formal garden would
bore me to death. They are
lovely to look at in the yard of
a stately mansion or public
building, but a garden should
reflect its owner. We express
ourselves in what we plant,
how we plant tt and how we
care for it. Even the colors we ;
choose shown something of
our personality. I love to see a •
garden that expresses the
ideas of the owner
So try it. Think just what
sort of a flower you like, what
sort of flower beds you would
like to have. Pick your colors
and make your yard your
own. You don't have to please
anyone else. Most people do t
this, and I think that is why :0
our town is one of the prettiest lf
anywhere.
If you have never planted
anything before, start with
something simple and hardy.
A good shrub or two added I/
and you can have a beautiful -0
garden.
Happy planting.
Now since February has
arrived, we can at least know
that winter is passing on. We
will have some bad weather
in this month, but I can
always take that with better
grace than that which comes
earlier.
Somehow, just knowing we
are nearer to spring than we
were helps a lot. Meanwhile
we will just have to be thank-
ful we do not live where the
snow is piled up nearly three
feet high, as it is in Chicago.
And really, there is a lot we
can be doing during the next
few weeks before the time to
work outdoors.
Have you started any
seedlings or cuttings indoors?
So many house plants need to
be topped and the clippings
can be rooted. Most of them
will root in soil that is kept
moist; some of them will root
in water. It is an easy way to
provide enough plants for a
bed or for additional pots.
If you had put aside a box of
soil last fall before the ground
got cold and wet, it will in-
deed be an easy task. Small
peat pots, already on the
market, are perfect to set
small seedlings in, as they
won't have to be disturbed
when they are set in the
ground.
Check your tools and see if
you need any new ones or any
repairs to the old ones. Good
tools make garden work so
Pagliai's Pizza and Italian Restaurant
Italian Spaghetti
Special 994InsideWith Garlic Bread and ' 2 price on DiningCombination Salad (with meal) only
Super Special For Kids 1 /
Spaghetti and Salad /2 Price
Wednesday Night
4 to 10 p.m.
Includes as Always
FREE REFILLS ON DRINKS
You Can't Eat This Good
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Athletes will meet in the
Racer Room, Roy Stewart
Stadium, Murray State
University, at 7 p.m.
Estate Planning Seminar,
sponsored by County
Extension Service, will be at
the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m.
Murray TOPS ( Take Off
Pounds Sensibly) Club will
meet at the Health Center at 7
p.m. This is open to all in-
terested persons.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: Annie Armstrong
with Mrs. Clyde Miller at 10
a.m.; Dorothy Group with
Mrs. Homer Miller at 10:30
a.m.; Bea Walker with Mrs.
Charles Hale at 7:30 p.m.
Delta Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
the club house at 7:30 p.m.
with Euple Ward of the Need
Line as speaker.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will have its
annual sweetheart banquet at
6:30 p.m. at the club house.
Life and Learning Course on






Young Women, and Acteens of
the Cherry Corner Baptist





' Church Women will meet at
the home of Virginia Jones at 7
p.m.
Tuesday, February
Murray Optimist Club will
meet at 6 p.m. at Big Joe's
Restaurant.
Murray Assembly No. 19
C-tler of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at 7 p.m. at the lodge
hall.
Classes in Typing H,
Accotinting II, Auto Body Spot
Repair, and Woodworking will




Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at
1:30p.m.
Nature's ..Palette Garden
Club will meet at the Ellis
Community Center at 1:30
p.m. with the lesson to be on
"Finish Silk Flowers" and
Thelma Parker as hostess.
Goshen United Methodist
Church Women are scheduled
to meet at the church at 7 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County
Ministerial Association will
meet at the First Assembly of
God Church.
Members of the Harris
Grove Homemakers Club will
meet at Mar-Lan Ceramics for
their second lesson at 9 a.m.
Mission Groups of Flint
Baptist Church are scheduled
to meet at 7 p.m. at the
church.
By OIL MUD TUCKER
Headaches are probably
the most common of all
maladies that cause human
discomfort. A headache is
a symptom. It tells us that
something is wrong. It may
be caused by high blood
pressure, kidney problems
or a host of other things, in-
cluding the irritation of the
upper spinal nerves.
Chronic or recurring
headaches at the base of
the skull and the upper
neck are often due to a
slightly displaced spinal
segment. This can cause






on this and other health




Kentucky Rock Club will
meet at the community room
of the North Branch of the
Peoples Bank at 7:30 p.m.
Carl Hendrickson will have a
display of fossils and sharks'
teeth.
Farm Chemical Dinner for
all area farmers and in-
terested persons will be at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
at 6:30 p.m. Public is invited.
Camp 592 of the Woodmen of
the World will meet at thg.
Triangle Inn at 6:30 p.m.
Independence United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at the
church at 7 p.m.
Grove 6126 Woodmen of the
World is scheduled to meet at
6 p.m. at the Triangle Inn.
Thursday, February 8
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will meet
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Age You Are, We
Automatically Figure
Your Discount
To the Lowest Penny 
The Price You Pay Is What
Saves You Money
Try Our Discount Cush Prices
-R, Uncle Jeff's p
Safe-T Discount Lit
pint-- Pharmacy --ist4rk
WE FILL STATE MEDICAID PRESCRIPTION -
4111,11M111, 
Thursday. February S
Campus Lights will be
presented at 8:15 p.m. in
Lovett Auditorium, Murray
State University. Tickets are
83 per person
A. W. Barkley Speech
Tournament, sponsored by
Delta Sigma Rho and Tau
Kappa Alpha, honorary
forensic societies, will be held
on the Murray State
University campus through
Feb. 10. From 20 to 2..5 top
colleges and unversities from
10 states will be represented.
Life and Learning Courses
in Disco Dancing, Parenting:
Pain or Pleasure, Beginning
Guitar, and Beginning Bass
Fishing will open at Murray
State University.
Tractor Pull, sponsored by
Alpha Gamma Rho fraternity,
will be held at 7:30 p.m. at the
West Kentucky Livestock and
Exposition Center. For in-
formation call 753-2943.
44'Homemakers' Clubs
scheduled to meet today in-
clude the Dexter, Progressive,
and Town & Country.
Xi Alpha Phi Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi sorority is
scheduled to meet tonight.
Ellis Center will be open
from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with visiting
and doing handwork at 10:30
a.m., lunch at noon, and table
games at 1 p.m.
Miss Rhonda Towery Is
Married To Mr. Rogers
itp•A
Ite
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Franklin Rogers
Miss Rhonda Cheryl
Towery, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Towery of
Kirksey was married to Ralph
Franklin Rogers, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kelton Rogers of
Murray, on Friday, Dec. 29, at
1 p.M.
The double ring ceremony
was solemnized at the home of
the bride's parents in the
presence of family members
and invited friends and guests
with Bro. Alfred Colley Jr.
BlackWomen,American
History, Being Studied
A University of Kentucky
educator is part of a nation-
wide team which will research
and document the con-
tributions of black women to
American history.
Dr. Necia Harkless, UK
associate professor of
curriculum and instruction,
will serve as Kentucky and
Tennessee locator for the
project which is being funded
..827461.
LINN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Linn of
Benton are the parents of a
baby boy, Stephen Elias,
weighing seven pounds II
ounces, born on Sunday, Jan.
21, at 1:43 a.m. at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Linn of Benton
and Mr. and Mrs. Terrell
Darnall of Hardin. Great
grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Ray Linn and Mr. and
Mrs. A. B. Rhea of Benton and
• Mr. and Mrs. Ian Erwin of
Hardin.
DERRICK BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Brian Derrick
of Murray announce the birth
of a baby boy, Johann Edwin,
born at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mrs.
Johnsie D. Galbreath and the
late Frank L. Galbreath of
Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs.
Rupert Derrick of Port-Of-
Spain, Trinidad, W. I.
OFFICERS
Catina Beasley and Chris
Williams of Murray have been
named as officers of the
Pershing Rifles at Murray
State University for the spring
semester.
LAW OFFICER
Shelly Nelson of Murray is
serving as president of the
Student Law Association at
Murray State University.
Faculty advisors are J.
William Phillips, adjunct
professor, department of
paralegal studies, and Steve
West, assistant professor,
department of marketing and
general business.
KAPPA DELTA
Krista Russell of Murray
has been elected as assistant
treasurer of the Kappa Delta
sorority at Murray State
University.
KAPPA ALPHA
Greg Byars of Hazel has
been elected as mg officer of
the Kappa Alphalluternity at
Murray State University.
Pledges initiated into the
•orifi—reearkty Include Bruce-
Marvin and Kent Harmon,
both of Murray.
by the women's education and




archives and libraries and
interview thousands of people
for the national project. The
final product will be a series of
booklets detailing the con-
tributions black women have
made to America since its
beginning.
The ten booklets will cover
the areas of science,
education, medicine and
health, the arts, the media,
civil rights, politics and
government, business and
commerce, law, and sports.
Dr. Harkless, a specialist at
UK in the field, of early
childhood education, was a
delegate to a world seminar in
Australia on "The Realities of
Children's Rights." She also
has been active at the state
and national levels in
programs of the International
Women's Year.
Persons with significant
information for the project
should contact Dr. Necia
Harkless, Department of
Curriculum and Instruction,
335 Dickey Hall, University of
Kentucky, Lexington (40806),
telephone (606) 258-4896 or 266-
4956.
The national advisory board
for the project includes such
persons as Lerone Bennett of
Ebony Magazine, Dr. Laura
Boinholdt of Lily Endowment
Inc., and Kentucky State
Senator Georgia Powers of
Louisville.
officiating. A program of
bedding music was presented
by Miss Angela Manning,
friend of the bridal couple. An
arrangement of yellow and
blue daisies accented with
lighted candles was placed on
the piano.
The vows were exchanged
as the wedding party
assembled before the living
room_ fireplace, which was
decorated with baskets of
yellow gladioli, blue daisies,
and baby's breath. These were
adorned with blue ribbons.
Bride's Dress
Escorted by her father and
given in marriage by her
parents, the bride was lovely
in her floor length gown of
dacron polyester organza over
taffeta. The Victorian-styled
gown featured a stand up
collar, front and back lace
yolks to which was attiktied a
caplet ruffle edged in lace,
and long bishop sleeves with
ruffled cuffs. The skirt was
fashioned with a flounce
hemline circled with lace.
The ',1eadpiece designed
with a shoulder length veil,
was covered with lace
medallions and seed pearls.
She carried a nosegay of by/le
daisies, fern, and ba,by's
breath .-with blue satin
streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Richela Dawson, sister
of the bride, served as matron
of honor. She was attired in a
floor length gown of baby blue
quiana knit. The dress
featured an empire waistline
with short jacket trimmed in
matching beaded lace. Mrs.
Dawson carried a hand
bouquet of yellow daisies and
blue idly of the valley tied with
yellow ribbon.
Dwaine Rogers, brother of
the groom, served as best man
for the groom. Both the groom
AT CENTER
Batten Lovins who was
injured in a bushhog accident
last summer remains a
patient at the Parkway
Medical Center, Louisville.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
William Haneline of Murray
has been dismissed from the
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
VIOLET JOHNSON, left, is pictured with First Lady
Rosalyn Carter at the reception given by the Kentucky
Delegation at the Holiday Inn. Memphis, Tenn., in honor of
Kentucky's Dale Emmons. national treasurer of the Young
Democrats of America. The president's wife was invited to
attend the reception and graciously accepted the invitation.
Mrs. Johnson was a delegate from the First District of
Kentucky to the Democrat Mid-Term Conference. She said
she was very grateful to have the opportunity to be a part of
the making of the resolutions4hat will eventually go into the
platform of the Democratic party' hi l9S0. Mrs. Johnson said
the people of Memphis were vary warm and hospitable to the
...014•11s4emdevisry state ha the Willed Stato. Ala attending
the Memphis convention were Thehris FIckerdt and Billie
Ray from Murray.
and the best man were attired
in brown suits and wore
carnation boutonnieres.
Mothers of the bride and
groom wore corsages of blue
carnations accented with
yellow. Grandmothers were
presented corsages of yellow
carnations accented with blue.
Reception
Following the ceremony a
reception was held in the
dining room of the Towery
home.
The serving table was
covered with a yellow linen
tablecloth edged in lace. An
arrangement of blue and
yellow daisies with lighted
candles was used as a cen-
terpiece. The tiered wedding
cake was topped by a heart
shaped arch entwined with
net, Lilly of the valley, and
greenery. Centered beneath
the arch were white doves and
gold wedding rings. Punch,
nuts, and mints, were also
served.
Assisting with the serving
were Lawren Woods, cousin of
the bride, and Angela Man-
ning.
After the reception the
couple left for a weekend
wedding trip. They are now
residing in their new home on
Murray Route One.
Ws Here?
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Cable TV nas added an exciting new Channel—
WTCG from Atlanta Now you can follow your
favorite teams and players with WTCG s greater
sports coverage
Choose professional sports—NBA and NHL action
plus NCAA regional competition including SEC.
ACC and Metro 7 conferences Plus over 100
Atlanta Braves games
And WTCG. has more programs the whole family can
enjoy, around the clock including
• Super selection of movies—almost any time
of the day
e_lhe most popuLar family shows everseen—
entertainment for everyone
WATCH WTCG ON CABLE CHANNEL 41
Atlanta, Channel 17, comes to you at no
additional cost. This is another calkvision
effort to increase your television viewing
pleasure and will be a part of your basic
service.
And that's not all folks, check
cablevision, Channel 11, for unannounced
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.ENTIRE STOCK OF SOLID COLOR & FANCY
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS .JACQUARD DOUBLE
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President Carter has mapped
out where he thinks he and the
nation should go next year.
They're headed to fight in-
flation by tightening the federal
'1' budget as well as by wage and
price guidelines even though it
means some government
policies and programs get bum-
ped.
Details of the ad-
ministration's austerity budget
won't be known until Congress
gets Carter's message,
probably on Jan. 11, but the
President seems determined to
hold fast to lowering the federal
deficit from $39 billion to below
$30 billion next year.
It would take $548 billion just
to keep what is already in
place, however, and with
federal revenues projected —
perhaps optimistically — at
$503 billion in fiscal 1980, the
government will face a budget
ceiling of $533 billion to meet
Carter's defieit pledge.
A $533-billion budget hardly
sounds austere, but it takes
only simple arithmetic to see
that, when all the "givens" are
figured in, the government will
need to cut into programs once
considered inviolate.
The Pentagon's is one budget
Carter doesn't want pared
. back. The United States needs
to maintain a strong defense,
and besides, the President has
vowed to our Western allies
that he will increase defense
:spending. And he also knows a
:strong commitment to the
:jnilitary will help appease
'potential critics of a needed
strategic arms treaty. That's
•why he wants 27 cents of every
;.tax dollar, or $123 billion in all,
to go for defense, an increase of
9 per cent even after a 7-per-
pent inflation rate is figured in.
The other big federal spender
-- the Department of Health,
Education and Welfare — is
supposed to grow 2.4 per cent
,after inflation to about $196
billion. Here, as elsewhere in
;government, increased costs
icome primarily from the un-
pcontrollables which make up an
'estimated 75 per cent of all
federal spending. As with
Social Security and the
veterans' program, HEW
benefits such as Medicaid and
ifood stamps are "indexed" by
law to keep up with inflation
and cannot be brought to heel
unless Congress comes to its
senses.
There should be plenty of but-
ter to go along, with the guns,
but government hasn't much
room to maneuver. The hefty
defense and HEW requests are
sure to be in for a trim under
the old numbers game, even
with a budget one ad-
ministration official describes
as turning the Great Society in-
to the Lean Society. But even
,so, they add up to a squeeze on
:other federal programs.
And all sorts of special in-
terests will press to make sure
they aren't the ones who lose
•;their slice of the federal pie.
'Already liberals, labor, blacks
:and local government leaders
key elements of the coalition
that helped put Carter in office
• have got him to restore $2
'billion that was to be cut from
• jobs, education and health
_ programs. But anyone who
thinks these are the only peopTe
pleading a cause should take a
recount.
Sen. Edward Kennedy (D-
Mass.), a potential Carter rival
in the 1980 presidential race, is
trying to drive home his grand
design for national health care,
but many moderates also
believe some modified plan is
needed to blunt rising medical
costs and the financial
devastation of catstrophic
illnesses. Middle-class ad-
vocates are expected to agitate
again for tuition tax credits and
for a broader student loan
program while others push tax
relief.
There are partisans for tax
reform, for welfare reform, for
energy programs, tran-
s p or t a t i on, housing,
agriculture and the like. And
this administration, like others
before it, isn't immune to
trying to leave its mark by
suggesting a few new
programs, such as the one
proposed to insure wage ear-
ners against inflation.
Hard choices must be made
political as well as economic,
and everyone won't be
satisfied. Still, for all the
dickering before Congress
passes a final budget, federal
austerity is the sound choice if
this nation's No. 1 problem —
inflation—is to be controlled.
Carter has been bucked
repeatedly in his efforts at cost
containment; government
reorganization, to mention only
one important area, seems all
but moribund.
But this nation cannot afford
to keep piling program on top of
program and expect taxpayers
to pay without question, so that
leaves it to fiscal restraint to
force constant and critical
review of what government
does. What works should be
kept; what doesn't should be
thrown out, which can also
bring a savings for private fir-
ms burdened by excessive or
unnecessary regulation and the
paperwork that goes with it.
A tight budget can also help
hold the lid on that 8 percent of
the budget going only to service
the national debt. The smaller
the deficit, the less pressure
there is to print money to cover
the debt, and the smaller the
growth in the money supply,
the less fuel there is for in-
flation.
A pause in the growth of
government spending is hardly
a symbolic gesture, even in a
$2-trillion economy. Inflation
hits hardest at those who have
the least — the poor and people
on fixed incomes — but it also
hurts businesses and in-
dustries, coupon clippers, the
middle class and government
itself.
Everyone suffers, which is
why the time has come for
Washington to back-pedal on
policies and programs that





hardness, as a good soldier of
Jesus Christ. il Timothy 2:3.
Hardships are easier to bear
when we face them with faith.
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Woollie Worms And Ground Hog
Aren't Due All The Credit
Even the most pessimistic weather
watcher must admit that the
*evenness of the present winter hardly
compares with what we experienced in
1977 and 1978 — at least, not yet.
Now, you can give the woollie worms,
the ground hog and even the moss on
the trees all the credit for this if you
want, but I feel I'm due a little of the
credit. I have strongly suspected for
some time now that we wouldn't have
as severe a winter this year simply
because I was prepared for the worse.
I'm the world's greatest anticipator
of trouble, and this time I was ready for
it — insulated boots, tire chains and
insulated underwear. Thus far I've
used them all to some extent, but,
thankfully, not to the maximum.
++++++
Since the energy shortage scare a
couple years ago, they've kept our
offices in Sparks Hall at Murray State
at a chilling low temperature much of
the time to conserve energy. We are not
to mess with the thermostats in any
way. A student worker with a clipboard
comes around regularly to see if yours
is set on the specified 68 degrees.
Now 68 degrees is great for golf,
painting, laying brick, fishing, hunting,
football or horse racing, but it seems
about 20 degrees colder than that when
you try to work at a desk or peck away
at a typewriter in it.
On weekends, the heat in our building
has been turned off altogether in even
another energy-conserving move, and
on some Monday mornings the tem-
perature in my office has been as low as
54 degrees when I came in to work.
I would spend the day at my desk in
my overcoat — as did almost everyone
in the building. My feet, in a pair of
those thin little silly loafers like men
are so daintily wearing nowadays,
would almost ach they would be so cold,
and my knuckles would snap and
crackle as I tried to use the typewriter.
By Tuesday morning, however, the
building would have thawed out and
would be warm enough for a normal
day's work without the overcoats and
the distraction to others of the
crackling knuckles.
++++++
I was determined to be ready this
winter for just such circumstances. I
wrote Santa Claus for a pair of in-
sulated boots. He didn't disappoint me.
They fit beautifully, are toasty warm
and I love them.





The next time we are inclined to
complement ourselves on our big-
heartedness, these words from the
French maxim writer La
Rochefoucauld (1813-1680) should give
US pause:
We freely forgive in our friends
those faults which do not affect us.
And then this shrewd and slightly
cynical nobleman also !yid a warning
for those tehipted to righteousness:-
The very pride that makes us
cesilegan fsithe from which we
Mk We are extenprleads us to -




Next, Fred Workman fixed me up
with the thermal underwear, even
selling me the tops, and John Emerson
ordered in a second set of chains, these
to go on the old car as backups for the
ones Grogan Roberts gave me last
winter.
"Now, let'er blow!" I thought. I was
ready for the elements.
Thus far, I've worn the insulated
boots fairly regularly. It's still 68 or
lower in the office, regardless of what
it's like outside, and the feet are the
first part of my body to get cold.
They've kept them warm.
The underwear I've almost worn out
putting it on and taking it off. It's great
when I have to be outside, but you can
wind up in heated places like church,
restaurants and such places and feel
like 'you're wearing an electric blanket
set on high.
The chains I've used for three or four
days on one car. The ones for the older
car have never been on the tires, and
let's hope they aren't ever.
Don't misunderstand. I'm not
wishing for a more severe winter. Far
be it from that. I could happily live the
rest of my life and never see another
snowflake or icicle. And, if I thought it
would keep Old Man Winter away, I'd
nail a pair of long johns over the front
door.
There is just more to predicting a
severe winter than crawling along with
a woollie worm, sitting by a ground
hog's hole or studying the moss on a
tree.
Just get yourself some insulated
boots, tire chains and insulated un-
derwear. Then if everybody would put
on their thermal underwear at the same
time, we could generate enough heat to
turn Murray into another Sun City.
++++++
Rex Thompson loves to tell about the
fellow whose wife asked one day as he
was leaving for work, "You know what
day this is, don't you?" Rather than
admitting he didn't, the fellow left,
wondering all the way to the office what
was about the day made it so special to
his wife.
Deciding to take no chances, he
called the florist when he reached his
desk and had a dozen roses sent out to
his wife. As he was going home in the
evening, still puzzled by her parting
remark that moviing, he stopped and
picked up a box .of candy for her.
When he handed it to her, he had to
give up. "Honey, I give up. I've tried all
day to remember what was special
about today. It's not our anniversary,
and it's not your birthday. What is it?"
"Oh, nothing like that," she laughed,
"but it has been the nicest Ground Hog






As the special session of the General
Assemtly moves toward adjournment,
it is apparent that a number of major
pieces of legislation will be passed.
Summarized briefly, they are:
— Removal of the 5 percent sales tax
from residential utilities, representing
an annual savings to taxpayers of some
$50 million annually.
— A reduction of District Court fines
and costs averaging about ;15 per of-
fense.
— Limitation of property tax growth
to either four or five percent per year.
The measure applies to state, local and
school tax on real estate. It excludes
"new growth" from the computation,
meaning new subdivisions and new
construction. Another feature of the bill
provides that if a local government —
such as a city council, fiscal court or
school district — proposes to raise
property-tax revenue from
assessments on existing property by
more than the maximum, voters can
protest the action by petition and force
it to a local election.
— A change in current law making
welfare fraud a felony rather than a
misdemeanor. This badly needed
legislation is expected to curtail
drastically a widespread practice
which is estimated to be coating
millions in state and federal money.
The Human Resources Department
began to crackdown last summer, only
to find court decisions ruling that the
crime was a mere misdemeanor.
— A measure to allow fiscal courts in
small counties to petition the circuit
court for an order closing the county
jail where it is shown that it is
economically unfeasible. In such cases,
prisoners would be transferred to a jail
In an adjoining county.
— A bill tightening up the capital
construction fund by requiring specific
allocations of funds to specific projects
and prohibiting expenditure of such
funds where the projected cost overrun
the estimate by more than 10 percent.
Senate hearings on the capital con-
structiba fund revealed that the
legislature traditionally appropriates
budget money far short of the cost of
projects approved, meaning that the
governor is left to decide which ones
actually are built: The cost overrun
iroyision designed to prevent
agencies from purposely un-
derestimating the cost of projects on
the theory that they stand a better
chance of being approved, only to
reveal later that the true cost will be
substantially more.
There are a number of minor bills to
be passed, and I will be happy to
discuss any of them personally with




An average of ;49.33 per hundred
weight was reported for the sale of type
73, dark fired tobacco, on the Murray
market yesterday. according to 011ie
Barnett, reporter for the local market
- Deaths reported include Mrs. Lula
Johnson Speight and Mrs. Jim (Clover
Dalton) Scarbrough, 82.
Warrant Officer Edwin F. ShoLar
now serving in Vietnam as a pilot flying
the UH-1 helicopter. He is the son of Mr
and Mrs. Elmer Shellac.
Essay award winners in the recent
contest by the Calloway County Soil
Conservation District were Norita
Cassity, Faxon, Greg Gengrass,
Robertson, Janey Kelso, Lynn Grove,
Terry Orr, Hazel, Cheryl Jackson,
Almo, Darlene Oliver, Kirksey, Ruth
Titsworth, Murray High, and Michael
Hicks, Calloway High.
Mrs. Gaynelle Williams of Murray
has been named public assistance
supervisor ( acting) for Calloway and
Marshall Counties, according to a
release from State Economic Security
Commissioner Eugene Goss.
20 Years Ago
Congressman Frank A. Stubblefield
has been officially notified of his ap-
pointment to the Tobacco Sub-
committee of the House Agriculture
Committee.
Dr. W. E. Watson of Frankfort who is
associated with mental institutions of
the state spoke at the meeting of the
Murray Rotary Club held at the Murray
Woman's Club House. New club
members are Donald Hunter, Mac
McRaney, Tommy Brown, and Julian
Evans.
The Calloway County Safety Council
plans to erect a billboard showing
traffic accidents and fatalities in
Calloway County and the state, ac-
cording to W. B. Moser, chairman.
Charles Byers, Ralph Oliver, Preston
Barrett, Andy Rogers, Glen Rogers,
Hamp Brooks, Charles Eldridge, Buel
Tutt, Wayne Ezell, Walter Lee Steely,
and Jimmy Thompson, members, and
Leroy Elaridge, advisor, Murray
Training School Chapter of the Future
Farmers of America, presented a
program on parliamentary procedure
at the meeting of the Delta Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
30 Years Ago
The schools of Calloway County are
not qualified to receive extra financial
aid from the state, according to a report
made by the Kentucky Tax Com-
missioner to Calloway County Judge
Pink Curd. Property assessments in
this county are too low, the com-
missioner stated, to justify an
allocation of funds from the
equalization system. The total
assessment should be doubled, the
report said.
Work is scheduled to begin soon on
the previously authorized baseball
diamond, tennIN coOrts, and street at
the City Park Site.
Dr. A. H. Kopperud, Dr. A. H. Tit-
sworth, and Dr. Hugh M. McElrath are
attending the Mid Winter Clinic of the
Chicago Dental Society, Chicago, Ill.
In high school basketball games, New
Concord beat Kirksey and Almo beat
Lynn Grove. High team scorers were
Steel with 20 for New Concord, Carson
and Adams with 10 each for Kirksey,
Miller with 19 for Almo, and Dunaway
with 21 for Lynn Grove.
.44444,44-44-44+4444444444444444444-44444-.
The Story Of -27
Calloway County
1822-1976 By Dorsey and Kerby Jennings
%Wight len
•++++++++++++++++
John C. Waters' report titled "A Civil War General in the
brief "History of Calloway County-1931" reveals the particulars
of Col. Thompson's death. It reads in part:
"Col. Thompson was struck by a cannonball fired from a
gunboat while he was sitting on his horse near Trimble and Fifth
streets, while he was talking with several fellow officers. The
shot struck him about the pommel of the saddle and killed him
instantly. The horse ran for half a block and fell dead. 'Thomp-
son's body lay on Trimble Street where he was killed until the
morning after the battle of Paducah. Late in the morning the
body was found badly mangled and was removed and prepared
'for burial, which took place in Oak Grove Cemetery in Paducah.
Thus a young man, seemingly just ready to begin his life's most
successful career, was killed at the early age of 35 years and 22
days . . . The Confederate Army suffered a loss of 37 men with
19 wounded."
Further Waters reports: "After the close of the war Thomp-
son's body was removed from Oak Grove Cemetery and brought
to Murray where it was given its final resting place in Bowman
Cemetery on the Murray-Paducah highway. This burial plot is
a rather neglected place. and is the burial place of some 25 or 30
members of the Thompson, Harding, and Bowman families."
The identifiation inscription on Col. Thompson's 10-foot high
tombstone reads: "General A. P. Thompson, 3rd Ky. Brigade, Fell
at Paducah, March 25, 1884', Age 3.5 Years, 22 Days."
In updating the foregoing lata, the Bowman Cemetery is
located on North 4th Street and no longer is it the Murray-Paducah
Highway. In addition, the cemetery has been incorporated within
the city limits of Murray and is maintained with the same care
as that of the Murray Cemetery as provided by the city -.ordinance
to maintain all cemeteries within the city limits. No evidence has
been presented as of this date that indicates Col. Thompson's
rank higher-than that of colonel and it is assumed the elevation










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Page 5 Tuesday, February 6, 1979 Sports 
Tech Earns A Portion Of • VC




Cliff Malpass seemed to relish
what he was saying. -One, I'm
proud that we were able to do
it after being picked so low;
and two, we won without
playing one of our better
ballgames."
What his team — Tennessee
Tech — did was defeat Murray
State 81-69 in Eblen Center
last night to edge into a tie for
first place in the Ohio Valley
Conference.
Both Tech and Easterii
Kentucky, which fell to
Western Kentucky in Rich-
mond 73-77 last night, own 6-2
conference marks with four
games left to play.
For Murray, though, it
meant a fifth consecutive loss,
its llth straight defeat on the
coed this season and its 18th
UlltAY 49
fp fee ft nu rob pf Ip
komay 9 111 4 6 2 4 n
ItoIli Wear 7 10 2 4 5 3 16
lobo Raids" 
Mho Ahem 
4 11 1 2 3 4 Q9
3 4 $ 0 6 3 6
Norma Seel 1 7 3 4 5 3 5
Died leery 3 I 0 1 6 4 6
len Some 0 1 3 4 3 0 3
Tee hem 0 2 2 2 1 4 2
IMIte Dederick. 0 1 0 I 2 4 0
Two Leffler 0 0 0 0 0 I 0
Gonna Mae 0 0 0 0 0 0
Teem Ilebeeeds
Totes 27 62 15 23 Ft 30 69
TINNESSII Thal 111
Pete Mole I 14 I 1 0 24
Stem Troop, 6 12 7 11 7 4 19
Pool goodwill 3 10 2 4 4 4 I
Jimmy Newel 1 6 3 3
Terrence Roberts 3 . 4 6 6 I 3 12
ben Ak/1166 1 4 4 6 0 4 6
Jen lane 00 II $ 2 III
Terry Jens= II I S 0 0 I II
Tem Robeeids 9
Totes 24 511 23 43 41 25 11
Nelftion: 34-30, Tee; emotes percenopos: Teel, fp, 41.3, ft, 76.7; Monoy,
43.5, 45.2. Tonieven: Norm Tea 14. Attendee*: 3,001 (et).
loss against three victories.
The latter, eclipses the
previous Racer record of 17
losses in a single season,.
accomplished by both the 1975-
76 and last year's team.
Tennessee Tech was picked
to finish last in the conference
in a preseason poll of OVC
coaches. But, thanks largely
to the play of its sophomores
and freshmen, the Golden
Eagles have been the surprise
of the league.
Last night, it was Abuls who
did the most damage to the
Racers' hopes for their first
triumph away from home. He
hit 8-of-14 shots from the field
and all eight of his free throws
for a game-high 24 points.
Greene, though, had some
choice words for the officials,
especially Robert Bell. "I
walked in and saw him
(Bell)," said Greene, "and I
said 'Oh, no, not again.' I
couldn't believe we got him
again."
It was Bell who whistled
Greene with a technical foul
midway through the settind
half, enabling Abuls to hit to
sink four straight free throws
-L- off John Randall's fourth
foul and the technical — and
give Tech a 55-42 edge.
John McNish' charity toss
nine seconds later gave the
Eagles their 12th straight
point after owning just a 4442
edge. The Racers were never
any closer than nine points
thereafter.
Though Malpass felt the
technical and subsequent free
throws were important, he
pointed to an announcement
that came over the public
address systew as a real
turning point.
With 9:46 remaining and
Tech holding a 56-46 edge,-
Eastern's loss to Western was
announced, and the crowd of
3,000 responded with its
biggest outburst of sound of
the night.
"I think after that was as
close as we tame to playing
fired-up basketball all night,"
said Malpass.
Freshman Kenney Ham-
month scored 22 points to lead
Murray, and it was his free
throw that gave the Racers an
early 7-0 edge. Tech was
scoreless for nearly six
minutes before Abuls hit a
jumper from the left corner.
The Eagles went on to
outscore Murray 10-2 over the
Tiger Girls Jump Ahead Early,
But Marshals Triumph 53-45
him Washer shoots over a Marshall County defender in the fir.
it hoif of last night's Murray High loss to the Marshals. Washer
Voted 10 points, but the Tigers fell to 7-5 on the season.
Photo by Torn SharI
Murray High had scored
26 points by halftime
against Marshall County
last night, and center
Tonya Alexander was
credited with 17.
The Tigers scored 19 in
the second half, and
Alexander owned none.
That, in part, was a big
reason for Marshall
County's 53-45 triumph
over district foe Murray
last night that dropped the
Tigers to 7-5 and handed
them their second straight
loss.
Guard Jaina Washer
pumped in eight of her 10
points in the second half to
help keep Murray close,
but the Marshals jumped to
leads as large as 12 — 50-38
with 3:40 left — before
running their season mark
to 12-2.
"Whenever we were
close enough to tie or go
ahead," said Murray coach
Rick Fisher, "we would
give them the ball on a
turnover. We weren't
mentally sharp."
The Tigers led by seven
points twice in the first
quarter, the last time at 11-
4 with four minutes
remaining. After the
Marshals scored
repeatedly to pull with 13-
12, Candy Jackson sank a
basket to push Murray
back out by three to end the
first period.
Marshall County took the
lead for good on 6-2 center
Barbara Faughn's short
jumper, giving the visitors
an 18-17 advantage with
6:27 left in the half. They
led 29.26 at the half.
Rhysa Griffith chipped in
nine points for the Tigers
and trailed only Alexander
( 14 ) in rebounds with nine.
Murray even outscored
the Marshals by two points
See TIGERS, Page 6
Alined Coady 53, Minvy 4.5
fp fps ft fee rob pf tp
leap. A1071111aSt 7 IS 3 5 14 4 17
klito Werbor 5 23 0 0 1 1 10
by.. 4 11 1 3 9 4 9
Candy Anises 7 5 0 1 2 5 4
Jae Ileillor  1 5 1 2 6 4 3
herr loom  1 2 0 0 0 2
loorie Mew 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Iladolle Garfield  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Vane hoe 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Totes 20 61 5 11 32 20 45
:Alersholl Co. 19 49 15 30 32 19 5,3
klareholl (s. • Deane Cannot, 3; led Barrett, 14; Berbers 5on66, 14; AN
limoott, IS; Julie Lowness, 5; Robe Decepoo, 9.
M.iuyIS,lt 15 11 14 0.43






















next three minutes for their
first advantage at 10-9. The
lead changed hands twice
before Terrence Roberts, who
finished with 12 points, hit two
free throws to give Tech the
lead for good, 14-13 with 8:25
left.
The Racers managed to pull
within a basket twice in the,
second half, the last time at 44-
42 on Keith Oglesby's layup.
But that marked the end of
Murray's scoring for three
minutes and the beginning of
the Eagles' 12-0 spree.
"We're playing as hard as'
we have all season," said
Greene. "But the balls just
continue to roll off the rim for
us. It's frustrating."
"I know what he's going
through," Malpass said in
reference to Greene. "He's
having to endure the same
thing that I did my first year
here. In 1976-77, Malpass' first
season, Tech finished 7-19
overall and 1-13 in conference
play.
"But I've also known Ron a
long time," he said. "And I
know he will get the job done.
Some things just take time."
Tech, 9-11 overall, still has
three difficult road games
ahead in Middle Tennessee
Saturday, Western Kentucky
Feb. 12 and Morehead Feb. 17.
The Eagles close their con-
ference schedule at home
against Eastern Kentucky
Feb. 19.
Murray, 1-6 in the OVC,
hosts the first of three straight
conference games Saturday
against Morehead in the
Sports Arena.
Mirrray Ledger & Times
John Randall (left) is fouled by Tennessee Tech's Pete Abuls during last night's game in
Cookeville. Abuls scored 24 points to help Tech to an 81-69 victory over Murray State.
Photo by Tony Wilson
UK Rallies Past Ole Miss
By the Associated Press
OXFORD, Miss. — Fresh-
man Chuck Verderber didn't
accomplish much in the first
half against Misssissippi, but
the 6-foot-6 freshman proved
to be the difference in the
second half.
Trailing by 11 points early in
the second half, Kentucky
rallied behind Verderber's 13




"Our comeback is like
coming back from the dead,"
said Kentucky Coach Joe Hall.
"I credit Chuck Verberder
waking us up.
"He gave us the spark in the
second half," Hall added. "He
woke us up with his
aggressiveness. Someone had
to, and he led by example."
Trailing 50-39, Kentucky
outscored the Rebels 29-11
over the next nine minutes for
a 68-61 lead midway through
the final half. Verderber, who
finished with 16 points, scored
all of his second half points
during that run.
Ole Miss, 9-11 overall and 4-8
in SEC play, rallied within one
point on three occasions in the
late going, but baskets by Kyle
Macy and Jay Shidler and a
Banking On Parker
Cutchin, who died in 1953,
coached one or more of the
three sports from 1925 until
1951. His football teams
compiled a 36-11-4 mark and
two of them went undefeated.
His basketball teams won
three championships while
running up a 253-91 record.
About $7,000 has already
Complacency Won't Set In On Pirates' Star, Says Lawyer
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
NEW YORK — The man
who negotiated Dave Parker's
$6.7 million contract, making
the hulking Pittsburgh out-
fielder the highest paid player
in baseball, recognizes the





satisfaction. Why go out and
break your neck now that
you've got it on paper and in
the bank?
"It might happen to some
people but not to Dave,"
promised Tom Reich, a
youngish, curly-haired Pit-
tsburgh lawyer and ardent
Pirates' fan who handles the
business affaits of some 60
professignal baseball and.
football athletes.
"If Dave made $2 million,a
year, he would tear through
the wall at Three Rivers
Stadium if he had to. He is that
devoted to the game."
Parker, the National
League's Most Valuable
Player Award winner last
season, and Ron Guidry, the
New York Yankees' Cy Young
Award winner, were In New
York Monday to collect some
additional ancillary loot. Each
received tape machines as
Baseball Magazine's Player of
the Year in his respective
league.
They are the two hottest
commodities in the sport at
the moment and, while
strikingly different in size and
personality, they share the
same attitude toward the
sport that has made them men
not only of national reknown
but also great wealth.
Guidry, for instance; is in a,
position to ask for
renegotiation or extension of
his contract, which expires
after the 1981 season, but he is
not rocking any boats.
figure I am pretty
lucky," said the wiry, 151-
pound lefthander who blew
("own the opposition while
compiling a 25-3 regular
season record and pitched his
team to victory in the league
playoffs and the World Series.
"1 am not looking for any
get-rich-quick or long-range
contracts. I am 28 and have
been in the major leagues only
three years. In 10 years, I will
be 38. I have talked with Mr.
Steinbrenner (George
Steinbrenner, the Yankees'
Owner). When the time comes
I think there will be no trouble
signing again. But I don't
expect the kind of salaries you
are seeing these other guys
get," Guidry added.
.The other guys are Pete
Rose ($3.2 million for four
years) and Jim Rice ($5.4




Lafayette, La., also said no
undue pressure was being
applied to the Yankees to
bring his client into the
superstar financial
stratosphere.
"There probably will be an
extension, for three or maybe
five years," the young lawyer
said. "You can assume that it
will be in line with other top




Martina Navratilova will be
the top seed in the woinen's
8150,000 Los Angeles tennis
tournament, with Chris Evert
No. 2 and Tracy Austin No. 3,
it slips announced Monday.
free throw by Dwight
Anderson kept the Rebs at
bay.
Macy had 20 points, LaVon
Williams 16, Anderson 14 and
Shidler 10 as Kentucky evened
its SEC record at 6-6 and lifted
its season record to 11-8.
Mississippi's John Stroud
scored 35 points and Elston
Turner scored a career-high
26. The pair combined for 40
points in the first half as
Mississippi built a 46-39
halftime edge. But Stroud was
limited to four points in the
last 13 minutes of play after
the lightning-quick 6-3
Anderson took over that
defensive assignment.
Cutchin Scholarship
Fund To Be Completed
Former Murray —State
athletes who played football,
basketball or baseball for the
late Carlisle Cutchin will
gather on the campus for a
reunion Saturday in an effort
to complete a perpetual
scholarship program in their
coach's memory.
been contributed -to
Alumni Association at Murray
State for scholarship in
memory of Cutchin, who also
served as athletic director
from 1925 until 1940. Heading
the scholarship drive are
James E. (Buck) Hurley,
Benton; James H. Phillips,
Clinton; and Floyd B. (Red)
Burdette, Martin, Tenn.
The reception is scheduled
_ta_ begin at 5:30 p.m. in the
Racer Room of Roy Stewart
Stadium. Those who attend
will be the guests of Murray
State that evening at the
basketball game between the
Racers and Morehead State
University.
"We had a couple of shots
that were in and out," said Ole
Miss Coach Bob Weltlich.




Better see the new—very
reliable—A B Dick 990
plain paper copier
The 990 has all of the "most
wanted features of ma-
chines costing 50% more
—including the versatility
to make 11" x 17" copies.
copy both sides and use










FOR MEN, WOMEN & CHILDREN
NOW AVAILABLE
TAE KWON-DOE-KOREAN
AND JAPANESE STYLES TAUGHT
HEAD INSTRUCTOR: Vic Milner
63rd degree black belt
*instructor if iPstructors
•12 year experience in the martial arts
•19115 AMU graduate, B.S. in physical education
ASSISTANT INSTRUCTOR: John Borer
*qualified in black belt & Japanese style
•1970 MSU graduate in physical education
AFTERNOON &
EVENING CLASSES
AFTERNOONS 1 p.m.-3 EVENINGS S p.m.-9
SATORDSTS 111-12
Located in the Dixieland Center
. (in the hall)
Chestnut Street
Mario Rohde . , of.
at,.laora Lynn  
.
..Jecloa Meant,
PAGE E TH MURRAY. Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Tuesday. February 6, We
Murray State coach Ron Greene and (from left) Herman Boyd and Tom Adams watch the action in the second half of last night's
loss to Tennessee Tech. The Racers fell to 1-6 in the Ohio Volley Conference. Photo by Tony Wilson
Women Racers' Rally Falls Short;




We almost did it," said Jean
mith. "And that may be just
good for us as doing it." .*
To have defeated Tennessee
ech fast night would have
7 been a first for a fellow Ohio
:.Valley Conference team this-. .-
season. And the Murray State
- -women came closer than-
anyone else has this season.
But Smith, the Murray State
coach, hopes the Racers'
narrow 65-63 loss to Tech will
give her team confidence
against it again, should
Murray get by Western
Kentucky.
The Racers face the-
, Hilltoppers in a 4 p.m. game
:-Thursday at Richmond in the
'first round of the OVC
:Tournament. By virtue of its
:Winning the regular-season
title, Tech drew a bye and will
play the winner of the Murray-
Western game Friday.
"We were tired," said
Smith. But it was hard to
believe that we were ahead
after being so far down."
In fact, the Racers owned a
61-57 lead over the defending
OVC champions with 2:54 left
to play. That advantage
capped an amazing comeback
which saw Murray rally after
trailing by as many as 19
points in the second half.
SpPcifically, that point was__
with 15:26 left. Tech owned a
—47-28 advantage and seemed-
well on its way to any easy end
to an untarnished 7-0 con-
ference mark.
Over the next 11 minutes,
however, the Racers out-
scored the Eaglettes 31-10 for
their four-point lead.
That advantage was short-
lived. Pam Kilday tossed in a-
20-footer and Pam Chambers
hit a jumper from the right
side to knot the score.
Jeanette Rowan sank two
free throws for the Racers'
last lead with 1:33 left, but
Barbara Dam drove in for a
layup, and Chambers fed Ann
Elsea with a perfect paKs for
the game-winning layup with
just seven seconds left.
MURRAY 63
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Walter W. Jones, M.D.
is proud to announce the
relocation of his office
to the
Medical Arts Building
300 So. 8th St.
1st Floor - Suite 104
iS
Board Certified Ophthalmologist




30-footer a split-second before
the horn sounded bounded off
the _WO of  the rim_ and
Murray suffered its fourth
straight loss to fall to 9-12 and
3-4 in the OVC. Tech upped its
overall mark to 16-6.
"There wasn't even a
resemblance of team play out
there tonight," Tech coach
Marynell Meadors said. "We
just stood around and were
content to shoot outside all
night."
Murray's Cindy Barris was,
too, but she hit 9-of-17 bombs
for 18 points to lead all Racer
scorers. Marla Kelsch and
Laura Lynn added 14 and 13
points, respectively, and
Jackie Mounts chipped in 10.
Chambers poured in 20
points to pace Tech, follwed by
Dam with 18 and Carmen
Dowdell with eight.
-I'm hoping my players will
take this loss in a good way
rather than a bad way. It can
be judged as either a disap-
pointing loss or an almost-
win," said Smith.
Following the OVC tourney,
the first ever for the women,
the Racers resume regular
season action Monday by
hosting Eastern Kentucky.
Cards Sweep North -
Keith Lovett pumped in 25
points but it wasn't enough as
Mayfield Middle swept a
doubleheader from North
Calloway in junior-high
basketball action last night.
Mayfield overcame Lovett's
effort to stop the Lakers 46-39.
In the girls game, Mayfield
topped Calloway 24-15.
Lovett also grabbed 16
rebounds, and Brian Tebbetts
pulled down 14. Tebbetts
scored six points, followed by
Steve Young with four and
Rob Anderson and Bruce
Lamb with two each
Carol Garner scored five
points to lead the North girls,
followed by Cindy Bazzell with
four, and Lisa Hopper, Gena
Coy and Vona Darnell, all with
two each.
At East Calloway, South
Marshall topped the Laker
boys 38-26 despite 23 points
from Jeff Garrison.
Mark Williams supported
Garrison's scoring effort with
12 points, followed by Terry
Stubblefield with four, Mike
Wicker with three and Tim
Cook and Rick Wagoner with
two each.
In the girls game, South
Marshall rallied past East 30-
25.
Vickie Houghton paced the
fast girls with 12 points,




from the field but sank just
5-of-11 free throws, com-
pared to 15 of 30 for Mar-
shall County.
"We're getting more
games under our belts
now," said Fisher. "And
we're gaining the ex-
perience we're going to
need by tournament time. I
only hope that we are
learning with these
losses."
The Tiger girLs will play
the first half of a
doubleheader with Fulton
County in the Murray High
gymnasium Thursday. The
girls game will begin a 6:30
p.m. before the boys
contest at 8.
Undandy For Vandy
with nine, and Beth Hooks and
Virginia Hounshell with two
each.
The East girls led 111-7 at the
half before South Marshall'
dealt the Lakers their sixth
loss in nine games.
North faces Southwest
Calloway Thursday, while
East travels to Benton
Monday. Both girls games are
set for 6: 30 p.m.





Vanderbilt all the moves —
and as a result, moved into
first place in the Southeastern
Conference race..
-We were just physically
overpowered," said Van-
derbilt Coach Wayne Dobbs
after a 92-71 loss to eighth-
ranked LSU in an SEC
showdown game Monday
night. "Tonight LSU was
about as good as any team in
the country and could go to the
( NCAA's) final four if they
play this well every night.
They pulled every card out of
the hat and couldn't do
anything wrong."
DeWayne Scales and Lionel
Green took the inside game
away from the .17th-ranked
Commodores, teaming for 41
points and 31 rebounds.
"I wouldn't know how to
guard him," Dobbs said of
Scales, who had 24 points and
10 rebounds,"You 'have to
keep him away from the ball
and we couldn't do that."
Elsewhere, top-ranked
Notre Dame blasted Loyola of
Chicago 84-66; fifth-ranked
Louisville defeated Memphis
State 103-82 and No. 16
Alabama stopped Georgia 67-
59.
Vanderbilt led briefly in the
early stages of the game with
LSU, but the Tigers then
outscored their SEC foes 12-2
to take an advantage they
never relinquished. The
Tigers built their lead to 20
points early in the second half,
virtually locking up the
contest.
Tracy Jackson came off the
bench to score 18 points and
lead Notre Dame past Loyola.
The Irish never trailed in the
Jeanette Rowan shoots over Tennessee Tech's Barbara Dont
(left) and Pam Chambers during last night's narrow 65-63
Merrily State loss. Dam and Chambers combined for 38 points.
Sports At A Glance
College Basketball
EAST
Babson 58, Amherst 45
Colgate 77. Army. 75. OT
E. Stroudsburg 74, Rider 73
New Haven 103, E. Connecticut 70
Northeastern 63, New-Hampshire 81
Pitt 71, Hawaii 52
F•itt-Johnstown 61, Frostburg St 59
Robert Morris 8), Adelphi 73
St Bonaventure 101, Hofstra 61
Stonehill 100. Boston St 62
SOUTH
Alabama 67, Georgia 59
Alcorn St. W. Miss Valley 69
Citadel 79, Davidson 70
Cleveland St 89, George Mason 94
Coastal Carolina U. Morris 36
E Tenn. St. 35, Austin Peay 73
Flyatteville St 74, Norfolk St 71
Florida AIN 81. Tuakegee 80
Jackson St. 55, Texas Southern 51
Jacksonville St 85. Delta St 80
Kentucky $7. Mississippi 12
Louisiana St 92, Vanderbilt 71
Louisiana Tech 101, Centenary 76
Louisville 103, Memphis St 82
Middle Tenn St 70, Morehead St 66
Mississippi St. 90. Tennessee $4
N Alabama M. Nicholls St. SO
N Ctliarlotte 90, Georgia St 69
NE Louisiana 79, SF. Louisiana 61
N Georgia 7$, Piedmont 50
NW Louisiana $7, Houston Baptist 50
Old Dominion 97, stetson 94
S Caroline St 100, Baptist, SC 86
Southern U 100, Prairie View 96
Tn -Chattanooga 73, W Carolina 70
Tennessee St IN, Benedict 80, 2 OT
Tennessee Tech 81, Murray St 60
Tenn Wesleyan 74, Bryan 64
VM1 63. Marshall $8
Virginia St. 105, J.0 Smith 103
W. Kentucky W. F. Kentucky 77
00. Va Wesleyan 12, W Va Tech 57
MIDWEST •
Cent Missouri 91, SW Misei 79
Cincinnati 55. Georgia Tech 51
Creighton 74, S. Illtivois II
Illinois Coll 82. lake Forest 51
Ell. Wesleyan 94, Ehnhurst 60
New Mexico St 85. Tulsa 7$
N Illinois 70, Ball St M
Notre Dame 64. loyola, Ill 66
St Joseph's, Ind 78, Ky Wesleyan
St louis 71, Wis -Milwaukee 62
S Dakota 76. Yankton, SE) 61
S D -Sprgfld 80, Northern, SO 75
Wayne St 92, Bellevue 70
fatUTHWEJrt
F. Tette* St 56, Angelo St 52
Harding 77, Ark.-Monticello 71
Henderson St 96, Ark College 01
Pan American 124 Texas Lutheran 77
SW Louisiana 94. Texas-Arlington 44
SW Texas St M. Stephen F Auatin
Sul Ross St 100. F New Mexico 83
Teta! Airl 99, Sam liousaon St IT
FAR WEST
(hominoid* 99, Hewaii-Htlo 14
Irons II Clark 110, Simon Etalset 91
Oregon SI 70, Southern rio
Puget Sound 84. Oregon Coll. 113
EXHIBITIONS
Athletes In Orton 47, Washington st
Top 20
The Top Twenty teams in The Associ-
ated Press college basketball poll. with
first-place votes in parentheses, season




I.Notre Dame 125i 15-2 1,036
lIndiaria State 16i 20-0 LOW
3.Duke 17) 16-3 964
4.urtA 16-3 918
5.1ouisvine f 19-3 374
6 North Carolina 16-4 729
7.Syracuse 13-2 711
IlLouisiana State 19-3 871
9.Marquette 16-3 619
10,Michtgan St. 14-5 400
11 Texas A&M 53-4 496
12.Texas 16,5 376
13 Ohio State 134 375
14 .Arkansas 15-4 360
15.Iciwa 15-4 269
16.Alabarna 13-5 150
17 Vanderbilt 15-4 140
HiGeorgetown, D C 16-4 129
18 Temple 17-3 124
20 Illinois 17-5 118
Prep Basketball
Boys
Lou DeSales 67 Atherton 61
Betsy Layne 74 McDowell 64
Barren Co 67 Glasgow 46
Livingston Central 72 Trigg Co 54
Metcalfe Co M Casey Co 69
Lou Westport 49 Shawnee 39
Ohio Co 101 Warren Cent 85
Pad Tilghman 73 Hickman Co 56
Webster to 76 West Hopkins 63
Girls
Bethlehem 51 Spencer Co 30
Powell Co 55 Morgan Co 50
Lou Evalsgel 40 F.minence 25
Ft Kan 41 Lail Dome 40
Loa Westport 43 Ilhowaso 37
Ard1114.10 411 lisersdsburg85
Barrel Co 59 Cumberland Co SO
Belfry 61 Sheldon Clerk 60
Berea 61 F.stIll ('o $5
Bourbon Co 40 Malawi Co 36
Carroll Co 44 Grant Co 15
Cawood 50 Bell Co 97
Clark Co 56 Ashland 45
Clay Co 10 Knott Co cam st
Danville 75 Ky School for Deaf 50
Dixie Heights W Providence 78
Franklin 4'.0 76 Frankfort 19
Hart Co 7$ Camptollsville $4
Johnson Cent 51 lawrence Co 78
1441 lafayette 85 Middlesboro 14
Maysville 16 Univ Breckinrldge 19
NsMon CO 54 F.ast Hardin 50
N Hardin 111eLorre C. 49
Nimbi to 84 Nancy 33
Recalled 161 Gremlin Co 47
Rowan Co 78 Fairview 43 -
Trbribla CO Scott Co 51
20likViel6 Wolter N.-ft
Whitley CO 44 Rockcastie Co 41
Clinton CO I/6 Tompkinsville 37
Boyle Co 56 Mercer Co 44




TORONTO BLUE JAYS- Named Dr
Ron Taylor team physican.
National League
HOUSTON ASTROS—Named Jesus
Alou, outfielder, as player-coach.
FOOTBALL
National Football League
NEW YORK JETS -Named Pete
McCulley offensive receiver coach
WASHINGTON REDSKINS- - Named
Fred O'Connor. offensive backfield roach
HOCKEY
Americas Hockey League




MINNEAPOLIS FILLIES- Fired Julia
Yeater, coach, Named Patricia Roberts as
interim coach
COLLEGE
AIR FORCE ACADEMY -Announced
that Ray Handley. offensive backfield
coach, has left to become linebacker coach
at Stanford
IOWA STATE CNIVEH-SITY---Namad




game at South Bend, going
ahead for good with 9:42 left In
the first half.
Bobby Turner scored 72
points and Larry Williams
added 16 as Louisville
defeated Memphis State in a
Metro Conference game. The
victory was the Cardinals'
12th straight and 20th in 23
games.
Freshman Ken Johnson
poured in 20 points and Reggie
King contributed 18 as
Alabama whipped Georgia.
The Crimson Tide led by as
many as 16 points in the game.
In other games, Steve
Johnson's 33 points sparked
Oregon State over Southern
'Cal 70-67; Wiley Peck scored
25 points as Mississippi State
defeated Tennessee 90-84 in
double overtime, John
Johnson's 24 points powered
Creighton to a 74-68 decision
over Southern Illinois; Kyle
Macy's 20 points led Kentucky
over Mississippi 87-82; Pat
Cummings poured in 23 points
as Cincinnati whipped
Georgia Tech 55-51 and North
Texas State trounced Portland
State 102-78 behind Jon
Manning's 34 points.
Guard Greg Webb grabbed
a game-high 12 rebounds and
scored 16 points, leading New
Mexico State past Tulsa 85-78;
Colgate upset Army 77-75 in
overtime .
Workman Paces Frosh
Tommy Workman poured in
13 points and Ricky Houston
added 10 to pace Calloway
County to a 47-35 victory over
Benton Junior High in a fresh-
men boys basketball game
last night.
Brad Miller added nine
points, and Dan Key chipped
in eight points and a game-
high seven rebounds as the
Lakers improved their record
to 9-3.
CALLOWAY (47; - Key, 8, Miller, 9,
Houston, 10, Don Hargrove, 2, Workman,
13 Kyle Cardinal 3 Kirk starts, 2, Ricky
Sheridan, Tony Herndon, Dwayne Hill,
Greg Darnell David Tipton, Randy




Calloway County boys vs Lone Oak; Jeffrey Gym-
nasium, junior vvarsity game, 6:30 p.m.
Murray High boys (9-6) at Marshall County., junior
varsity game, 6:30 p.m.
Fellowship Of Christian Athletes Meeting; 7 p.m.,
Racer Room of Roy Stewart Stadium.
Thursday
Murray High boys, girls vs Fulton County, home; girls
game, 6:30 p.m. ( makeup of Jan. 5 game).
Murray State women vs Western, Kentucky, 4:30 p.m.,
Bowling Green; first-round, Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament.
Friday
Callowilrfounty boys, girls vs Sedalia, Jeffrey
• nasium; girls game, 6:30 p.m.
Murray High boys at Hickman County.
.Murray High girls at Marshall County (makeup of Jan.
11 game).
Saturday
Murray High girls vs Paducah Tilghman; 1:30 p.m.,
home.
Murray State men vs Morehead, 7 : 30 p.m., Sports
Arena.
Tiger Boosters Meet
A 8500 donation by the Optimist Club highlighted the
Murray Tiger Booster Club's Feburary meeting at
Murray High School Sunday afternoon.
The donation will be used for football and basketball
programs at Murray High.
Other orders of business:
• March 30th was the date determineed for the boys and
girls basketball banquet.
• A spring sports preview will be held April 17 at the
Murray High practice field at 6 p.m.
• A middle school dinner for 8th and 9th boys and girls is
planned for early May. -





New Jersey 23 25
New York 24 30
Breton 19 11
Central Diviskia





























Kansas City 31 20 606
Denver 36 zs 519 4'
C: Indiana 21 30 412 10
Milwaukee 72 12 407 10,
name 19 33 365 12',
Pacific Dtvisimi
Seattle 34 16 6110
ILA Angeles 32 20 615 3
Phyents 2230 615 3
San Diego 27 27 500 9
Portland 24 23 490 9'




Seattle at New TOPS
Beaton at Atlanta
New Jewelry at C3orelosmi
Indiana at Mirage '
Detroit at Wang=











• Fresh cole slaw
• Golden fryes
• 16 oz. soft drink
1.99
• o re tong Jon. Silver's. Inc All rights 44414444v4x1
`Long John SilverX
SEAFOOD SHOPPES
711 So. 12th Strait- Murray






































If your water is hard, you
use more of it whenever you
do the dishes, scrub your
kitchen floor or perform some
other household task. You also
use more soap or detargent in
your effort to get enough suds.
There are no statistics
available but there's no doubt
about it: Hard-water wastes
water. It wastes soap or
AUCTION




623 South 4th Street,
Murray, Kentucky
GOING OUT OF BUSINESS




Rules, Tapes, Saws, etc.
Paints and Paint Supplies
Building Supplies:
Hinges, Locks, Finished Lumbef, Mouldi-ngs, Storm
Windows, Doors, Shutters, Mirrors, Formica, etc.
Store Fixtures
MANY OTHER ITEMS
In case of inclement weather, the sale will be
scheduled for the following Saturday, February











detergent. In other words it
costs you money. It also
causes you such problems as
the following!
1. Water spots form on your
dishes when you leave them on
the counter to dry.
2. Your laundry comes out
looking dingy instead of
bright.
3. You have trouble getting
your hair shiny and
manageable after a shampoo.
4. The taste of coffee, tea,
vegetables and other food is
affected.
5. You feel as though a
residue were left on your skin
after a bath.
6. The life of your pipe,
water heater and other water-
using equipment may be
shortened due to mineral scale
buildup.
In this water - conservation -
conscious age, you don't have
to waste water due to hard-
ness; nor do you have to-put up
with these other problems.
The solution, according to
the Plumbing o° Heating -
Cooling Information Bureau,
is an automatic softener that
treats the water before it
enters the piping system. The
modern softener is easily
installed and is almost
maintenance-free. For in-
formation on how to solve
hardness and other water
problems, such as ob-
jectionable tastes or odors,
write to PHCIB at 35 E.
Wacker Dr., Chicago, Ill.
60601.
HOMES FOR AMERICANS
17y00J0000.1• 0 0 • o
SECOND FLOOR PLAN
STREAMLINED COLONIAL is one way to describe
this four-bedroom, two-floor house which has a portico.
narrow wood siding, bay window and shutters. The
center hall of this 1,895-square-foot home leads to all
_main areas on the first floor, including a family room
flanked by book shelves on one side. For more informa-
tion on Plan HA1084C, write—enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope—to Homes For Living, Inc.,
107-40 Queens Boulevard, Forest Hills, N.Y., 11375.
 Home Hints 
I G̀old Rush' Seen For Furnishings
By ELAINE Q. BARROW
AP Newsfeatures
A "gold rush" at the New
York Merchandise Mart is ex-
pected to pan out for home dec-
orators across the country.
In home furnishings, lighting
and accessories, the "prospec-
. tor" needn't look any further
than gold-toned brass, accord-
ing to Lenny Lubell at Raymor
Richards, Morgenthau, Inc.
"There's been a big resur-
gence in brass in every home-
furnishing area," Lubell says.
-It has been a trend that start-
ed slowly a few years ago.
People are getting tired of
chrome. Brass is softer and it
fits in with both contemporary
and traditional styles — which
chrome does not do."
His showroom featured brass
end-tables and magazine racks,
panel screens, kinetic brass
sculptures and brass trunks,
and mirrors with gold borders.
Echoing the enthusiasm for
brass, Wendy Fenton of Norf
Fenton, Inc., says, "Brass is
up, brass is big. We've made a
lovely success story with it."
She pointed to a copy of an
antique serpent vase, candle-
sticks and a new line of fire-
place accessories. Among the
novelties was a pinch scotch
bottle, held by a brass frame
with a brass cover that in-
verted to serve as a jigger.
With two hands, Wendy hef-
ted a bookend structured with
Steve Sammons
is now associated with Pickens' Supply, 901 Arcadia.
Come by and see Steve and discuss your plumbing
and electrical needs.
yo I Arcadia 753-6822
an owl figure.
-Brass - is sold by the
weight," she says. "There's so
much brass in this that 'it re-
tails for $400. But we're using
this pair only for display. We'll
have it knocked off with anoth-
er factory which will reduce its
weight and price."
Her company, she says, does
not carry coated brass.
-The patina finish is not of-
fensive to us and it can be pol-
ished with just regular brass
polish," she says. "Sometimes
firms that carry coated brass
find that it peels and is ruined
"However, brass ages beau-
tifully and doesn't get dirty like
silver."
She ' acknowledges that al-
though "it's not for Mrs. Amer-
ica to do, some large depart-
ment stores polish brass with
newspapers. They can't find
people to do the time-con-
suming job of hand polishing."
In other displays'at the Mart
were brass pyramids, brass
trim on wood accessories, and
lamps with butterfly decora-
tions fashioned in brass color
There were also reading lamps
standing on brass bases, 5
inches tall; a glass apple with
a brass stem; and even an an-
telope with gold antlers.
One showroom featured the
robot C3P0 from Star Wars,
represented as a novelty over-
layed with 22-karat gold. It can
be used as a bank or cookie
Jar.
"I think brass is the whole
boom," says Ruth Siegel at
Decorative Crafts. -But Orien-
tal, too, is coming in so strong
you can't get the stuff."
On hand, however, were min-
utely detailed Oriental chests
which she said had come from
the Republic of China.
Gold-leaf paint added sparkle
to Far Eastern tapestries in an-
other showroom. There were
also porcelain lamps from
Paris, crystal accessories,
stoneware and porcelains from
the Far East, and composition
materials formed to resemble
"naturals."
Another firm presented a
wealth of Oriental paintings
and Oriental-mode furniture.
Here again were bronzed mir-
ror panels, one with brass-col-
ored diagonal strips which ob-
viously offered more to look at
than into.
Opulence was carried still
further by a 55- by 50-inch
chromogpaph of a gold Rolls
Royce.
In dinnerware, too, the gold
theme was evident. At Rosen-
thal, white porcelain was high-
lighted with 24-karat gold in a
burnished matte finish on the
borders and on the lops of
serving dishes.
The gold fever apparently
hasn't affected the Syroco
showroom, specializing in plas-
tic ND or "lifestyle" furniture
that the customer takes home
and assembles.
"Although our biggest seller
is wicker-appearing furniture,"
said Dan Sullivan, "we are still
selling a lot of chrome, because
we sell to the less sophisticated
and those who are not as
wealthy as those who are turn-
ing to brass."
An'overall view is expressed
by Roger Schumacher, execu-
tive director of the NYMM,
which is a member of the New
York Home Furnishings Coun-
cil, sponsor of the winter 'mar-
ket.
"We have returned to ele-
gance and luxury in our homes
and daily life," he said. "Here
NYMM. brass and gold-toned
pieces, over the past few mar-
kets, have significantly risen in
popularity."
To promote the theme, the
Mart held daily drawings for
$20 gold pieces.
Just Hanging Around
ROCKPORT, Maine (AP) —
'Officials of the tiny Rockport
Library, which has an annual
budget of $9,000, decided they
couldn't afford to have the
painting "Sugaring Off at the
Camp" hanging around.
Library official Paul
Charbonneau said the East-
man Johnson painting,
donated to the library in 1953,
was appraised last summer
and, "We removed it from the
library. We couldn't afford to
insure it or protect it from
theft."
It's been sold through a New
York firm to an unidentified
buyer for $320,000.
The proceeds of the sale —
$240,000 after payment of
commission — will go into a
trust fund for the library.
"It's a windfall for the
library — a classic story of a
valuable painting that's just
been hanging around," said
Charbonneau.
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When windows, walls, pipes
and other surfaces begin to
sweat, it means there is ex-
cessive moisture in your home
lliat's a probleni.
When there is static elec-
tricity in carpets and clothing,
nasal passages dry out and
wooden objects shrink, it
means there isn't enough mois-
ture us your home. That's also
a problem.
Today, the problem of too
much moisture. Next week, the
problem of too little moisture.
Sweating is the result of con-
densation, which is the change
in moisture from a vapor to a
Ii quid. Condensation takes
place when moist air — usually
warm, because warm air holds
more moisture than cold air —
touches a cool surface. When
cold air touches a cold surface
or warm, moist air touches a
w.arm surface, condensation
will not occur. So, when water
forms on a window, you know
there is too much moist air in
the house and that the window
(either the pane or the frame)
is cold. It's a bit more complex
than that, involving relative hu-
midity and other factors, but if
you will just remember the
four preceding sentences, you
will have a very good idea of
why condensation forms on cer-
tain materials in your house.
To prevent condensation,
therefore, you must reduce the
amount of moisture in your
home and warm those cool sur-
faces. The moisture is produced
by many ordinary household
funcuons, such as cooking,
dishwashing, bathing, shower-
ing, washing clothes, and so on .
Some of it also comes from
such things as human respira-
tion. and evaporation from
plants. We can't stop breathing,
we want to keep our plants and
we must cook and bathe and
wash clothes. But we can take
steps to minimize the output of
moisture and to get rid of some
of it via exhaust fans and dehu-
midifiers.
Year after year,... the most
frequently asked questions in-
volve sweating windows. What
causes it Why is it that, occa-
sionally, after installing storm
windows, the condensation still
takes place, sometimes on the
storm windows themselves,
sometimes on the inside win-
dows?
You now have a fairly good
idea of what causes it, although
necessarily in abbreviated form
because of space limitations.
As to the situation with storm
windows, remember the prin-
ciple that the condensation
forms on the cool surfaces.
llieref ore, if sweating still
takes place on the inside win-
dows after the installation of
storm windows, it must mean
that the inside windows are
continuing to get cold And it
must further mean that the
storm windows are not airtight
Now, if the sweating stops on
the inside windows, but takes
place on the storm windows, we
know that the warm, moist air
in the house is getting past the
inside windows. In this case,
then, it is the inside windows
that are not airtight.
As I said, we are only
skinuning the surface of a com-
plicated subject — which also
takes in attic areas, crawl
spaces, furnace humidifiers,
concrete slabs, paint peeling
and many other things -- but
common sense will lead us to a
solution in most cases if we re-
member that excessive mois-
ture in the air condenses when
it settles on cool surfaces.
IM I.
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REFINISHING 8 CUSTOM 8U111 FURNITURE
Custom
Ref.n.sh.rig & Repu'rs
Sol-c! Br ass Hardware
Also
Custom Eiu,1t Ktchers Cotwlets or
Cotve Your Old Cob,refs a New Face
Without Tearing Them Out
TREAS INTERIORS
Offering Complete Interior
Design Assistance By...Faye Hayne
SAVE - SAVE - SAVE
DECORATEr
&SAVE 20%..
Gassique Metal Blinds are
the stylishly slim slats that open,
close, and tilt at the twist of a
plexiglas control wand. Avail-
able in over 50 beautiful colors,
they're perfect for any window
in-the house.
Classic:we Metal Blinds








Good-looking Del Mar Woven
Woods are also practical. Their ele-
gant yarns and choice imported
woods help keep heat in during
winter and out during summer.
Hundreds of handsome styles and
patterns to choose from.







100 Patterns hi Stock
( PRICES GOOD THRU FEB. 28)
TREAS INTERIORS
1313 Poplar St. Benton
MURRAY PHONE 759-4026
PROFESSIONAL SERVICE - LOW PRICES
p.
THE-ALL KM4.4 .Ak.tàiM4 Tibliehin-Twasaliop.Fabsemop 4.-Aszs_ _ •
LIME WANT ADS! BIC PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
1 
I. 2.#411AL NOTICE
y FRED Wilkerson. Jr 111...not be responsiole for an,
debts other than my own, or
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contact Holman Jones, 217 S








You can sell and ser-
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FREE STORE What is it?
Free Store is a facility set up
and operated by Bible Facts
What does it do'? It gitie,
anyone who are unable tc
buy the necessaties of life
food, clothing, furniture,
medical supplies. How in the
world can qbu do that free
By faith and the help of every
one who loves the Lord and
desires to do his will. The
merchants so far Contacted,
have been overwhelmingly
receptive to this term of
charity to the people who
have a real need we are a
nonprofit Bible teaching
organization and are able to
give reciepts for con
tributions and donations
when needed for tax pur
poses. Everyone in Calloway
County who may have items
of clothing, dishes, furniture,
or anything else they might
wish to contribute to this
effort, and anyone who has a
need of these items are urged
to call 759 4600, Bible Facts,
















''GOD IS LOVE" There is no
power on earth greater than
love. Let us show you how
you too may have this love.
• Our Mope is answered 24
hours a day by servants of
• God: Not A Tape. Call 759
4600, Bible Facts. Hear our
broadcast over WCBL FM
102.3, Saturdays 12 to 1 and
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Adv•rtis•rs or•
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I irst insertion of ods for
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o•ws pow will be




Y SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOT/FY US PROMP-










AT THE JUNGLES EDGE • ••
! CAI% E MEANS
FAST! FRAKA IN DEEP WOCC1S.
































Foster Parents . 753-5362
Hospital 753-5131
Hum. Rts. Corn. 753-0849
Humane Soc 759-4141
Learn To Read  753-2288
Needline .....753-NEED
Parents' Anon. 753-1792






This list of telephone
numbers is published
through the cooperation of -
The Murray Leda" &
Times and the Social. • -
Concerns Committee.
Readers are urged to clip
the list and keep in handy
near the telephone.
WE NOW HAVE THE Love
Studio negatives, If you had
pictures made at Love's
during the past 25 years, we
can supply you with reprints.
Carter Photographic Studio,
753-8298. We copy and restore
Old photographs.
5. LOST & FOUND
FOUND: SMALL black with
tan markings female clog.
759 4141.
FOUND: ONE set of 4 keys
on a • "Cancer" (zodiac)
keychain. Inquire at the
Murray Ledger and Times.
LOST, SOLID white setter
bird dog. Reward, $100. Dan
Shipley, 753,2878.
LOST: SMALL dog, part
Chihauhua, black and white
spotted. If seen call 753-3315.
LOST - ONE female German
Shepherd, about 1, years
old, predominently black
with a tan saddle on breast
and a tan face with black
outlining eyes. She is rather
small and answers to
Turkey. If any information
call Gina at 753-0595 from
8am to 5 pm Monday through
Saturday, and 759 1189 af ter 5
Pm.
LOST: SATURDAY p.m.,
tinted prescription glasses in
tan case, vicinity of medicat
arts building or clinic
pharmacy. Ca11753 4702.
LOST: 6 MONTH old black
and white, male, tiger cat in
the vicinity of 12th and Vine.
Inquire at 1109 Vine Street.
$100 REWARD! LOST. one
solid black Labrador
Retriever, Lakeway Shore
and Croppy Hollow area Has
been missing since Monday
Call 753 1362, days, 436 5380
nights.
4. HELP WANTED 
AVAILABLE NOW, pasition-




experience helpful but not
mandatory. Send ap
plicatiOnS to P.O.Box 943.
HELP NEEDED. Part tie
job on farm in south Graves,
call 1 382 2523 after 6 pm.
HOMEWORKERS! EARN
big 55$ stuffing envelopes.
Free details. Write SallCo•
824 IN Augusta, Elgin, IL.
60120.
NEEDED: BABYS1TTER,
Monday through Friday, in
our home. References











and Lake City. Will
terminate approxima-
tely October 31, 1979.
Applicants must be
high school graduates
and should apply at















COOK AND cashier, day ana
evening shift Apply in
person at Kentucky Fried
Chicken, 1113 Sycamore St.
JOB SNAP
MACHINIST
New shop moving to








beginning a second shift.
Need color strippers,
Heidelberg Kline operator
and 2 color loader helper.
Experienced only need
apply. Salary commensurate
with experience. Call for
interview. Paducah, (5021
442 6163 An equal op-
portunity employer.
SOMEONE TO care for
elderly lady, days or live-in.
753-1841 or 753-3911.
Wanted: Lk:NNW Real Estes
misspells's win aro its
tersaftsal in working in We
Marry, one. Cimino Wayne
Maw 753-3243.
SALES, 'ASSOCIATE Editor,
sports minded. Needed at
once for established
publishing company.
Previous experience in in-
'surance, direct sales, public
relations or will train. Must
be able to follow instruction,
work, with .a minimum of
supervision, be bondable. A
prestige spot in your com,
munity. Potential to $20,000
first year. For personal
interview write K.A.P.I.,
P.O. Box 12061, Lexington,
KY 40580.
10, BUS. OPPORTUNITY
C & J ASSOCIATES rapidly
expanding in Murray area
Need married couples for
part' time business. Multi
level marketing helpful.
10,000-15,000 first year, low
investment, high return. Call
Mr. Allen between 9:30 and
11:30 only, 759 4878.
HELP WANTED, for 2
representatives to represent
large Kentucky Corporation.
We have been located in your
area for more than thirty
Years. Over age 21,
minimum high school
graduate, three month initial
training program. No
Overnight travel. If you feel
you qualify, call 247-6867,
Mayfield, Monday through
Friday, 8:30am to4 pm. 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE,
chances for advancement,
must be willing to relocate.
Apply in Shoe Department of
Big K.
141 WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY good used
moble homes. Call 502.527
1362.
15. ARTICLES FOR SALE
CASH REGISTER for sale




washer made by Roper
in good audition,
$150. Call 753-5322 af-
ter 4:00 p.m.
ONE YEAR old Schwinn 10
speed • bike, $70. Also a
Seeburg, 160 selection
jukebox with all records,
$400. 753 2636. 
REMINGTON CASH
register and 8 foot church
bench. 753-0707 or 753 6781.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
FOR SALE: Twin size
mattress, excellent con
dition. Call 7532911.
GREEN SOFA and, swivel




eats, 2 bedside tables, 4
irawer maple desk and one
:hest of drawers. Call 753
1862 after 5 pm. 
IL FARM EOUtP.
FOR SALE: K Gleaner
combine. Call 302-7327.
FARM TRACTOR. 870 case,
1970 model, less than 2000
hours, 18 4X34 tires on back
and 10 1120x16 on front tires.
510 and 1000 PTO. (901) 782






Co , across from Post Office
Paris, TN.
SANTA -GOT-caught in the
blizzard and left all his
Wurlifzer organs, with us







FIREWOOD FOR sale, oak
and hickory, $17 50 and up,
cutting near New Concord.
Call 437 1228
POTTERS WHEEL, Leach
type, Side treadle, kick
wheel, mahgany frame, 14"





WOOD FOR sale. 436.2758.
27. MOB. HOME SALES
1975 LAWRENCE, 12' X 60', 2
bedroom, all electric, ex-
cellent condition, S4500. Call
753,2316 after 5 pm. 
1972, TWO BEDROOM, gas,
furnished, very nice. 753-4074
or 753- 1877.
1975 12 X 60', ALL ELEC
TRIC mobile home. Large
sir conditioner, enclosed
:all 492-8511.
211. MOB. HOME RENTS
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 6 miles from Murray,





mobile home on 1/2 acre
private lot, central heat and
air, $120 per month, plus







Space now available. For
details contact, Don Overby,
Murray, 753-1292.
32. APTS. FOR RENT
FOR RENT: 2 bedroom
apartment, $175 per month,




only. Inquire at 100S 13th St
33. ROOMS FOR RENT 
'NEWLY REDECORATED
sleeping room, one block
from University. 753-1812 or
759-4909.
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
THREE BEDROOM house,
seculded, Boydsville, TN
area. Call (502) 355-2300
evenings.
VACANT LUXURY home, no
pets. $250 per month, deposit
$250. Call 753.8333 after 5 pm 






FIVE OFFICES located 7035
4th Street, next to Black's
Decorating Center. See
Carlos Black, Jr or call 753
0839 or 753 5287
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP.
DUROC BOARS for sale,
also Yorkshire and Duroc
cross 437 4644. 
LARGE ROUND BALES of
good hay loaded on your
truck C411247.2889
SCRAP CANDY and nuts for
barn yard animal feed, 10
cents per pound, cash and
carry, bring containers











French Poodle, $75, call 753-






With The Friendl) Touch.-
THE COUNTRY
CALLS And what a
nice place to be when
one wants to be alone!
Set on 12 tendable
acres, this quality
home offers 3 bedrm.,
great rm. w/fireplace,
formal dining, central





106 N. 12th St.
17l.. ACRES ON 121 South, 4
miles: from Murray. For
further information,. call





Call today for an ap-
pointment to see this
neat 2-bedroom home
near the University.







this to turn that mon-






Effective Date: July 1, 1979
Applications are being accepted for the position of
principal of Southwest Elementary Schi,ol. The
Review Committee will begin the process of
screening applications and scheduling interviews
immediately. All qualified individuals are en-
couraged to submit applications. Application forms
may be obtained at the Calloway County Board of
Education office building, 2110 College Farm Road,
Between 8 a.m. and 4:00 p.m., Monday through
Friday.
DUE TO THE NEED TO FINALIZE THE
SCHEDULING OF INTERVIEWS, IT IS IM-
PERATIVE THAT ANY ADDITIONAL AP-




Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7.30-Noon _Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
p11(1 MAIO CUT $1.50
For hospital & house calls please call 753-3685 one
day in advance.
PRICISNAVE 51.25
AGAPE TEACHING Center presents Dr. J.T.
Parish, teaching a series entitled "The Gifts of the
Holy Spirit" weekly starting Thursday, February 1,






Hewed and ready. Up to 17 x 24. Also barn style, of-
fices, cottages, Mobile home od-ons, and patios, or II-
BUILD, pre-cut completely ready to assemble up to 24
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43. REAL IsfATE 
A STONE'S throw from the
lake.. .7 lots with 700 feet road
trontage. Ready for you to
build that cabin you've
&ways dreamed about. only






With The I. riendiy
BONA FIDE
BARGAIN! 3 bedrrn.,
brick with attached 1
car garage. Large
bedrms. & closets,
knotty pine kitchen &
dinette. New carpeting
& drapes included. 125'
x 225' lot. Located on
Hwy. 783 just off 94 W.
Immediate Occupanc-
y. ONLY $37,500. -
NEWLY LISTED - Be
The First To See It.
Boyd Majors Real






Ph 901 i479-2956 979-3713
South Fulton Tenn.
43. REAL ESTATE
HOUSE AND shop building
on approxernately five and
one half acres only SOO' from
Kentucky in Cypress Creek
area Property is desirable
for development for cottages
or trailers John C
Neubauer. Realtor, 1111
Sycamore $1. 753-0101.
RETIRE WITH income! 2
family home On large lot
located near Bel Air Shop
ping Center. Homes near OY
but has the feeling of
privacy Call 753-1492 or 753





Beautiful 3 bedroom, 2
bath home on a large




central gas heat and
central electric air.
Lovely family room
with fireplace, and 3
car garage. Priced at
$61,500. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY,





Sat., Feb. 17, MOO A.M.
Downtown, Atwood, Tennessee
"OLD GIN LOT"
PARTIAL LIST OF CONSIGNMENTS: 82 5 Bottom
Massey Breaking Plow; 4 Row Crop Maker; A.C. 6'
Pull Type Bush Hog; A.C. 9 Tines Chisel Plow; 2
Calf Feeders; 150 M.F. Diesel Tractor 74 Model 1100
His. (Like New); 8' Tufline Disc; 2-3 Bottom Flat-
bottom 14"; 2-2 Row Cultivators; J.D. 2 Row
Planer; A.C. Combine 74 Model; 3.-4030 J.D. Trac-




CONSIGN YOUR EQUIPMENT TODAY:
WE WILL ADVERTIZE IT IN
THE NEXT AD
The list will gitim-.
COMMISSION RATES: 7% On Sales with $5.00
Minimum; 1% on No Sale $5.00 Min. $10.00 Max.
Sellers will protect their merchandise, sellers and
buyers will be issued a trading number. Everyone
bids. Buyers from 10 states; buyers requested to
furnished a letter of credit
SALE CONDUCTED BY
RED BALL REALTY
& AUCTION CO., INC.
FIRM #366
613 N. Market Street, Paris, Tennessee 38242
Col. Frank Nance Sr. Broker
& Auctioneer Lic. 254
Col. Jim Tate 307
Lunch Served
Come Early, Get Registered, Get Your Trade Number,
and S. Ready To lid. We Replace Experiments










Worth of real estate
listed with our com-
pany. Chances are we
have just what you are
looking for; If not, we
will find it for you.
Come to the company





RAISE THE curtain on your
life, see Loretta Jobs
Realtors for your business
opportunity. Owner needing
to leave state, but has a
booming business he hates to
leave. Take advantage of his
outstanding, thriving and
prosperous accounts...call
753-1492 offered by Loretta
Jobs Realtors.
South 12th at Sycamor•
TELEPHONE 7511661
Just getting started?
See the house at 207
Barnett in Hazel, Ky.
for only $18000.00.
House on big lot and in
good shape. Price in-
cludes, majority of




modern, brick veneer, ranch
style home, nicely located in
the East Y Manor Ready for
elegant .landscaping and
comfortable living. John C.
Neubauer, 1111 Sycamore





5271466 - 753 9625
CARROLL COPE BROXER
Pr ot esstuna 1 Se rv ices
With The Fnendly Touch'
JUST THE PLACE
FOR YOUR FAMILY
TO CALL HOME . .
About 1 mi. W. of
Puryear, Tenn. neat 3
bedrm., frame home,





heat. On apprx. 1 acre
- blacktop road. High
20's. Boyd Majors
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43. REAL ESTATE
frasithing *dell lima**
bum I Gatosieresgla. Irtro
%Owes liedvsle imormai,
bort* elms, gosyE, km
**Ks mil way morel If
rose/ Ike eddltiossiI.
fenritisms AGO *is ley* 3
SI, ris bell Moo lost all
Nt. Ws vomit so we cm lisa
St it neytims. Offered at
$69,91111.
Jelin Smith, Realtor
NICE SMALL home near the
University on North 18th
Street. Ideal for starter home
or empty nest couple. Two
bedrooms, abestes siding. A
little clean-up and fix-up for
real enjoyment. S26,750. By
,appointment only. Fenced
backyard. John C. Neubauer,
1111 Sycamore Street, phone




Just on the market,
and located 5 miles




includes lovely 3 acre
wooded building site, 2
ponds, tobacco base,
and 9 acres of private
pastureland for those
horses you've always
wanted. Over 500 feet
of blacktop road fron-
tage. Finest 15 acre
tract we've seen on the
market in the past
couple of years. Don't
let this opportunity
pass, phone Kopperud





brakes, air, AM-FM tape
player, wheels, 753-9507 
1976 CJ5 RENEGADE, big
wheels and tires, 2700 miles.
Call 489-2434. 
1977 DODGE ADVENTURE
150 pickup, step sides, mags,
good condition. 759 1845
1974 FORD 344 TON truck,
power steering, power
brakes, factory air. Call 753-
8500. 
1975 FORD 4-WHEEL drive,




WINTER white sale. Prices
reduced on all travel trailers
and pop ups through
February 15. This means
prices you won't believe.
White's Camper Sales,
located on Highway 94 East,
753-0605. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
ALUMINUM 16' FISHING
boat with 397470 horsepower,
Johnson motor with new
drive on Easy Rider Trailer.
Silvertroll trolling motor
with Lawarance high speed
depth finder. Cali 753-9382
after 5 pm. 
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1-362-4895. 
CARPET CLEANtNG, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care. 4851 2774. 
CARPET CLEANING, free
estimates, satisfied
references. V ibra-Vac steam
or dry cleaning. Free scotch
gaurd. Call Lee's Carpet
Cleaning. 753-5827 
CAN'T GET those small jobs




small concrete jobs. Call 436-
2562 after 5 pm 
CONCRETE S. BLOCK
- --WORK. Block garages.
basements, driveways,
walks, patios, steps, free
estimates. 753-5476. 
DRIVEWAYS, WHITE
rocked and graded, free
estimates, call Clifford
Garrison, 753-5429 after 4 pm. 
FENCE SALES at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310 for
freeneed estimates for yours.
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
30 ACRES, GOOD productive
farm land, 8 miles southwest
of Murray, long highway
frontage, 492-8502 after 6 pm. 
46. HOMES FOR SALE 
ASSUME VA loan, 91/2 per
cent, Lakeway Shores, 2
bedroom frame, 900 square
feet, on lot and !,'2. 53500
equity, 436-2283. No realtors. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
1978 HARLEY DAVIS, super
glide, 1200 motor. 759 1645. 
4 L 100 HONDA, good con-
dition, phone 753-9956. 
7191078. YAMAHA 650 special,
  perfect condition Call 753-
49. USED CARS 
1977 CUTLASS SUPREME
Coupe, gray, full power, 350




good car for women with
children, 5300. Call 436-2294. 
1978 DODGE ADVENTURE
SE, 2 tone blue with 11,500
miles, has got some extras.
Call 489-2228 after 5. 
FORD TORINO. 1968, 302 4
speed, S200. 753-8451. 
FOR SALE. 1973 Maverick,
power brakes and heater.
Excellent condition. Call
after 4.30,489 2743. 
1972 LTD BROUGHAM, two
door hard top. V8 automatic
with air. Brown on brown,
extra good condition. $900,
call 354-6217. 
,1973 LTD, BLACK on black, 2
door, good condition. 759-1932
after 6 pm. 
1974 MONTE , CARLQ,
burgundy, $2400. 7534451. 
1974 OLDS CUTLASS
?Supreme stationwagon,
automatic, air, cruise, AM,
FM radio, radial tires. 43E-
5610. 
1977 PONTIAC FIREBIRD
Esprit, extra sharp, low
mileage. Call 759 1964 after
4:30pm. 
PONTIAC LeMANS, 1970,
5525, 753 6239 after 5 prri. 
1975 TOYOTA CELICA LT,
AM FM, air conditioning, a
speed, radials, luggage rack,
489 2148
FOR YOUR driveway white
rock needs, call or see Roger
Hudson. We also de grading
and backhoe work, for free





specifications Call Searsyo 
your
753-2310 for free estimates. 
GRAIN BINS, bulk feed
tanks, metal buildings,
custom building: wood
frame or metal frame.
Complete log buildings on a
turn key quote. A & I Ford
Supply, Inc. 1 (901)-642-854.1. 
INSULATE AGAINST the
high cost of fuel bills! Blown
attic insulation and foam-in
place - urea fromalehyde.
Free estimates, no
obligation. Kentucky -
Tennessee Insulation, Rt. 7
Box 258, Murray, KY 42071.
(502) 435-4527. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.






call Erne t White, 7510605. 
MITCHELL BLACKTOP.
PING, driveways and small I
10bS a speciality, also pat-
ching and seal coating. 753-
1537.
NEED TREES cut? Landolt
Tree Service Call George
Lindolt, 753-8170.
NEED FIREWOOD? Order
now all oak S25-rick. Call








shingles, water proofing and
mobile homes. IS years
experience. Call 435-4173. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753 1486
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley. 
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran
teed. Call or write Morgan
Construction Co., Route 2.
Box 409A, Paducah, KY
42001, or call day Or night 1-
442 -7026 
WILL KEEP children in my
home. Call 753 3497. 
46. FREE COLUMN 
FREE: PUPPIES. 6 weeks
old, mixed breed. 7515034.
Si. WANTED 
WANTED: StRIO,US
muscians to form country
rock band. Only persons
seriously interested ins good
band and good Pay need
1200p7 Monrtough
F riday, 759 IA14 after 3 Cindy
Shout Them from the Classifieds!
Searching for the clever way to say "I Lovihrou ?"
Our Happy Valentine Ads will be published on
February 14, and offer you a truly unusual way to
proclaim your love and best wishes. We have a size
to fit every lover's budget and our friendly Advi-
sors will be happy to help you write your message.
To Mom and Dad...
W. caul& t hays picked a
nicer pair of parents in di*









Part. Smith - Thanks for
making Science fun to learn.
We think you're tops(
front
Your Clout
To My Wife, Ann ...
Aft*, 15 wonderful peers
of marriage, l'w still Mod-






my Valentine, and I wool
take "no" ECIE on comer'
Grandparents, Parents, Lovers.
Send a personalized Valentine Card to
Your Loved Ones This Year
With A Ledger & Times Valentine
SOME EXAMPLES:
Door Jtmoty (rotter),1 losv
you moll, OW words con
•trpross I hope w• will al-
ways b., together to shore
'No good and the bed Lows
always. ism (Chuck) PS
Worn*, lovers you too ,
WANZA Hoppy Vol.,,
foss Day to rho symotost
and most loving wif. orsel
mother We lows you Lorry
end C hod









P. 0. Box 32
Murray, Ky. 42071








Copy must be submitted to this office by
February 12th, 1979. All ads will run on
February 14, 1979 unless you specify
otherwise. Photo can be picked up at
newspaper office after February 15, 1979.
— •-•••••-•-•• Or
• -•••••
PA(;E te THE MUMMA Y. Ky.. LEDGER & TIMES, TuesdaY, February 6, 1979
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Dead At Age Of 63
A Murray resident, Myron
Mike) Bradley, 806 Guthrie
, Weldon T. (Bill) Riley died Drive, Murray, died Friday at
44osiday at 10:05 a.m. at 11:55 p.m. at the Murray-
4•04111910 Hospital, Paducah. Calloway County Hospital. He
Vie was 70 years of age and was63 years of age.
had been a resident of Mr. Bradley retired in 1969
Paducah since 1930. from the Philadelphia
7 Mr. Riley retired 12 years Regional Office of HUD
ago after 37 years of service ( Department of Housing and
with the Postal Service. At the Urban Development) where
time of his retirement, he was he had been assistant director
the assistant supervisor of for Public Housing
mail at the Paducah Management. He had been in
Postoff ice. various positions in public
The deceased was the son of housing for thirty years. Since
the late Wallace Riley and the his retirement he and his wife
late Rosa Grugett Riley of had been residing in Muray.
Graves County. He was a Survivors include his wife,
member of the Oak Lawn Madge; one daughter, Mrs.
Baptist Church, Paducah, and Connie B. Alward, and one
of the National Association of grandson, Gary Michael
Letter Carriers No. 383. Alward, Arlington, Va.; one
Mr. Riley is survived by his brother, Charles D. Bradley,
wife, Mrs. Allene Tyree Riley; Whitehouse, Ohio;
one daughter, Mrs. Donald Mr. Bradley had
(Shirley) Herndon, Reidland; bequeathed his body to the
four sisters, Mrs. Eunice University of Kentucky
Edwards, Mrs. Bernie Medical Center, Lexington.
Lathram, and Miss Eurah No funeral services will be
Riley, all of Mayfield, and held.
Mrs. Rayma Reed, Kirksey; Expressions of sympathy
one brother, E. W. Riley, may take the form of con-
Murray; three grandchildren. tributions to the American
The funeral will be held Cancer Society, 1169 East
Wednesday at 2 p.m. at the Parkway, Louisville, Ky.
chapel of the Roth Funeral 40217.
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Jerry Barron officiating.
Pallbearers will be Ralph,
Theron, and Fritz Riley, Brice
Edwards, Rudy Wright,
Vester Crouse, and Garcia
Ray, all nephews, Burial will
follow in the Cole Cemetery in
Marshall County.





Mrs. Georgia Cutchin of 1504
Chestnut Street, Murray, died
this morning at 3:25 at the
Westview Nursing Home. She
was 88 years of age.
The Murray woman was the
wife of Carlisle Cutchin,
former coach at Murray State
University, who died Aug. 10,
1953. She was a member of the
First United Methodist
Church.
Mrs. Cutchin is survived by
three sons, Bill Cutchin,
Murray, Stanfill Cutchin,
Chattanooga, Tenn., and Phil
Cutchin, Dallas, Texas; -IWO"
grandchildren.
The funeral has been
scheduled for Wednesday at 2
p.m. at the First United
Methodist Church with the
Rev. Robert E. Farless of-
ficiating. Cremation will
follow.
Friends may call at the Max
Churchill Funeral Home after
10 a.m. on Wednesday.
Final Rites Held
At Linn Chapel For
Orlan Lee Darnall
The funeral for Orlan Lee
pitman of Kevil Route 2 was
ld Sunday at 13 p.m. at the
chapel of the Linn Funeral
Home, Benton, with William
Harold Woods officiating.
Burial was in the Mt. Carmel
Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Gene
Perkins, Bill Bennett, Charlie
Dunoy, Alton Rogers, Boyd
Norsworthy, Wendell Nor-
sworthy, Charles Lofton, and
Gary Moss.
Mr. Darnall, 69, died Friday
at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
He was a native of Marshal
County, a retired railroad
employee, member of Trinity
United Methodist Church, and
was active in square-dance
instruction in the area.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Barbara Ellen Darnall;
three daughters, Miss
Suzanne Darnall, Kevil Route
2, Mrs. Lavone Yates and Mrs.
Orlane Cassiboom, Lone Oak;
stepdaughter, Mrs. Candi
Moss, Paducah; stepson,
Melvin Lee Gordon, Benton;
sister. Mrs. Etta Smith,






Final rites for Lake Holt
were held Sunday at 1:30 p.m.
at the chapel of the Linn
Funeral Home, Benton, with
the Rev. Jim Stubbs and the
Rev. Cave Thomas officiating.
Burial was in the Maple
Springs Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Glen
Nirruno, Jim Cothran, Belve
Smith, Ralph Rowe, Joe
Watkins, and Billy Holt, Jr.
Mr. Holt, 89, a resident of
Benton Route 5, died Friday at _
his home. He was a member of




Watkins, Benton Route 4, Mrs.
Molly Byars and Miss
Charlene Holt, Benton Route
5; one son, Billy R. Holt,
Benton; one sister, Mrs. Lucy
Beggs, Benton Route 5; one





The funeral for David
Gordon is being held today at 2
p.m. at the chapel of the
Collier Funeral Home, Ben-
ton, with the Rev. John Jones
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers are
Glendle and Glen Gordon,
Hugh Faughn, Ken Edwards,
Keith Rose, and Larry Telle.
Burial will follow in the
Benton Cemetery.
Mr. Gordon, 20, died early
Sunday of accidental carbon
monoxide poisoning at his
home on Benton Route 8.
Marshall County Coroner Jess
Collier, who ruled the death as
accidental, said Gordon died
at approximately 1 a.m. when
he apparently fell asleep in-
side his running car. Collier
said the automobile was
parked inside a garage at the
residence.
Reports said his body was
discovered by his father, Dr.
W. E. Gordon, at 9:40 a.m.
Sunday. No autopsy was
performed.
Survivors include his
parents, Dr. and Mrs. W. E.
Gordon, Benton; one sister,
Miss Karen Gordon, Cape
Girardeau, Mo.; two brothers,
Ken Gordon, Murray, and Pat
Gordon, Benton; his grand-
parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Woodrow Holmes and Mrs.
Bertha Gordon, all of Benton;
his.great grandmothers, Mrs.
Nell Cress and Mrs. Annie
Knight, Benton.
RIVER di LAKE DATA
River 7 a.m. 25.6, down 3.7
Kentucky Lake 7 a.m. 354.1.
Below dam 313.3, down 3.4.
Barkley Lake 7 a.m. 354.1.
Below dam 322.1, down 2.7
Sunset 5:23. Sunrise 6 :52.
See Marjorie Major
Troy*, Consultant
Pit LAUDS TRAVEL MERCY
TOURS, CRUISES, HOTELS MOTELS, CAR RENTALS,
ALL TOUR TRAVEL NEEDS.
No Chores by vs.









Mr. Connie Adams died this
morning at 1:45 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 64 years of
age and a resident of Benton
Route 5.
The deceased was a con-
struction worker and a
member of the Locust Grove
Baptist Church. Born May 22,
1914, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Walter
Adams and Maude Taylor




Kroger, Alton, Ill., and Mrs.
Dorothy Henderson, Benton;
one son, Jimmy Adams,
Georgia; three stepsons,
Walter Johnson and Tommy
Johnson, Hardin, and Lonnie
Johnson, Lakeland, Fla.;
sister, Mrs. Charles T. Miller,
Murray; half sister, Mrs. Iva
Ray, St. Louis, Mo.; three
brothers, Cleburne Adams
and Hoths Adams, Murray,
and Hugh Adams, Portland,
Oregon; several nieces and
nephews.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at 2 p.m. at the
chapel of the J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Heyward Roberts officiating.
Burial will follow in the Unity
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after 4 p.m. on
Wednesday.
ADVISORY COUNCIL — The Murray city schools Title I advisory council had a recent
meeting. Shown on the council are (from left) Mary Ryas, Glenda Roos, Martha Fenton,
Bill Outland, Bob Hopkins, Eli Alexander, Margaret Franklin, Audrey Brown and Ann
Schroeder. The district council represents the school advisory councils. Meeting at
least three times a year, the group is responsible for reviewing the budget, the project
application and evaluation and has the responsibility of making suggestions about Title
I programs.
WKMS-FM Awarded $150,000 Grant
WKMS-FM, Murray State
University's public radio
station, has been awarded a
$150,000 grant by the
Department of Health,
Education and Welfare, ac-
cording to Sara Craig, prin-
cipal regional official for
HEW.
Also awarded grants, ad-
ministered through HEW's
Office of Education, were two
other educational broad-







Barry Grogan and James
Warren Erwin of the Calloway
county Health Department
have released the information
from the results of_ the
microwave oven inspections
held during the week of Jan.
22.
A total of 110 requests for
this service were taken with a
total of 94 ovens being tested
including116 in private homes,
four in restaurants, and four
in places other than homes or
restaurants.
Grogan and Erwin said each
microwave oven underwent
two tests. The first, door
closed, measured leakage
under normal operating
contitions with the oven door
closed. The second, door open,
determined if door interlocks
functioned properly to stop
microwave production when
the operator opened the oven
door.
Results of the testing
revealed that all 94 ovens were
well below the 5mWcm2
federal standard for
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at
noon. EDT, today, furrushed to the
Ledger /1 Times by First of Michigan.















































the door closed test. During
the door open test one oven
emitted 40mWcm2 exceeding
federal standards, but the
excessive emission lii this
oven appeared to be due to a
faulty door interlock switch,
Grogan and Erwin said.
The Health Department
officials said results from this
program suggest that there is
little cause for concern about
excessive microwave
emission. Many microwave
oven users expressed fear of
harmful leakage from using
their ovens; and testing the
ovens and educating users
about the nature of
microwaves and oven
operation relieved many





Nothing was reported stolen
in a burglary attempt at
McKee! Equipment Co.
Monday night. Entry was
gained through a window on
the west side of the building,
according to Murray City
Police.
A chain saw and a gas can
were stolen from a truck
belonging to Asplunph Tree
Experts. The truck was
parked behind Racer Oil
Monday night.
Police records also show
that two more sets of hubcaps
were stolen. One set was taken
Sunday night from a car
belonging to Paula Hungate of
1201 Vine St., while the other
set was stolen Monday night
from June Kniffen's car on the
Tappan parking lot.
Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
USDA — Estimated receipts
cattle and calves 2000;
slaughter steers and heifers
steady; slaughter cows and
bulls steady; feeders steady;
Slaughter steers choice 2-3
1370 lb 62.40; mixed good and
choice 1090-1325 lb 60.60-62.00;
slaughter heifers mixed good
and choice 2-3 855-1015 lb
60.00; good 960 lb 59.25;
slaughter cows utility 1-3
46.00-52.00; high dressing
52.50-57.30; cutter 1-2 44.00.-
50.00; canner and cutter under
800 lb 39.00-44.00; slaughter
bulls yield grade 1 1080-1985 lb
80-81 carcass boning percent
64.00-68.50; 1-2 77-79 percent
59.00-64.00; slaughter calves
and vealers a few choice 150-
300 lb vealers 87.00-96.00;
prime up to 107.50; feeder
steers choice 300-400 lb 90.00-
99.50; 400-500 lb 87.00-93.25;
500400 lb 75.00-87.00; 600-715 lb
71.50-78.00; mixed good and
choice 300-500 lb 80.00-90.00;
500-700 lb 70.00-80.00; good 300-
600 lb 70.00-80.00; 690-1003 lb
60.00-70.00 including half load
bobiteins 1063 lb 61.90; heifers
choice 300-500 lb 74.00-80.00
including 53 head lot 370 lb
79.00; 500-700 lb 66.00-75.00;
mixed good and choice 400-650
lb 65.00-75.00; good 450-800 lb
57.00-66.00;
Hogs 900; barrows and gilts
.75 higher; 1-2 225-237 lb 54.90-
55.15; No. 2 210-235 lb 54.50-
54.90; 2-3 220-255 lb 53.75-54.50;
sows .25-.75 higher; 1-2 400-500
lb 48.00-49.00; 500-600 lb 49.00-
50.00, a few up to 50.50;
slaughter boars over 300 lb
38.50-40.00;
Sheep 25; untested early
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Sobiterlbort who bons on
nterelvel *Mr boawHislivormi
es," of Th. Nwnry teapot a
neer ay 536 p.m. Nioadm
May or by 3130 p.m.
24444wila1s art urged ts Old
7134016 Mamma 1:30 p.m.
mid hp.-., liMathrpM4ry, Sr
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Bruce Smith, WKMS station
manager, said that most of the
grant money will be used for
the station's power increase
from 13,000 to 100,000 watts.
The increase, set for May 1,
will triple the number of
people with access to public
Bryan Thack
UCM Lunch
A discussion of "Behavior
Kinesiology or How to Get
More Out of Life" will be
presented by Bryan Thacker
at the United Campus
Ministry Luncheon Wed-





University and received his
chiropractic degree from
Palmer College in Davenport, bodies found Ma car near here
Iowa'. Currently, Thatiker --over the weekend:
Officers said Denise
Miracle, 21, and Franklin
Minor Jr., 20. both of Mid-
dlesboro, were identified as
the victims after tests at the
Kentucky State Police Crime
Laboratory in Frankfort.
radio. The station transmitter
will be moved from Far-
mington to the Land Between
the Lakes.
The station manager in-
dicated that any funds in
excess of those needed for the
power increase will be utilized




enrolled in a graduate
program in Human Services
at Murray State University.
The UCM luncheon program
will be held in the Conference
Room of Ordway Hall on
Wednesday, Feb. 7 at 12:30
p.m. Cost of the luncheon is
$1.25. Students, faculty and





MIDDLESBORO, Ky. ( AP)
— State police Monday
identified two badly burned
Special Programs Are
Available, Greenhouse
Programs for the Senior
Citizens Greenhouse opened
this morning with a special
program and filmstrip on
picking vegetables conducted
by Ren Leys and Jane Bailey
at the Calloway County Public
Library.
Additional comments were
made by Michael Oleksy,
graduate student in hor-
ticulture at Murray State
University.
Olgie Greenfield will con-
duct informal sessions on
home gardening at the
greenhouse at Main and
Broach Streets, Murray, from
10 to 11:30 a.m. on Fridays,
Feb. 9, 16, and 23.
Greenfield has had a lot of
experience as a farmer and
should be a lot of help to those
interested in starting their




program. Tomato and pepper
plants will be started in the




Federal-State Market News Service
February 6, 1979
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts : Act. 473 Est. 550 Barrows &
Gllts .26 to .75 higher Sows fully steady
US 1-2 200-230 the. 153.50-54.00 few 54.50
US 2 205-240 lbs. ..... . .153.25-53.75
US 2,3 240-250 lb.. $52.25-53.25
US 2-4260-200 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2 270450 lbs.




US 1-3 500450 lb. .147.00-43.00 few 49.00
US 2-3300400 Ito. 142.00-43.00
Boars 33.00-15.00
The gardening program is
open to any intested persons in
the community, Thurman
said
Michael Oleksy will speak '-
Tuesday, Feb. 13, at 10:30
a.m. at the Ellis Community
Center, and on Wednesday,
Feb. 28, at 12 noon at the
Douglas Center on the
greenhouse program. He will
give a program on rose
varieties at the greenhouse On
Friday, March 9, from 10 to
11:30 a.m.
Another event being held by
Oleksy and Louise Barnett,
instructor of the Aftermath
program at St. John's
Episcopal Church, is a project
with the children in the
Aftermath program. The
children will be growing
flowers from seed and these
plants will later be given to a
number of shutins in Murray
and Calloway County.
The greenhouse is a senior
citizens project, but programs
offered at the greenhouse are
opened to all interested senior
citizens who would like to
attend and learn the prin-
ciples.
Hours of the greenhouse
when people may come and
work at their leisure are from
10 a.m. to 12 noon on Monday
and Tuesday and from 1 to 3
p.m. on Thursday.
FARM DINNER
A farm chemical dinner for
all area farmers and in-
terested persons will be held
Thursday, Feb. 8, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The public is








Still your No. 1 Dealership in all of Western Ky. and Western Tenn. In the
Louisville District there are 157 dealers which include Nashville, Knoxville, and Louisville,
we rank No. 18 in this select group.
In over 6000 Ford Dealerships in U.S.A. look how we rank nationally.
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After 51 years in business we're still the largest volume car &




, Carlos Jones 753-2471
Come/ ING LIG— David Parker 753-5180
John Parker 753-1833
Don G. Chrisman 753-1463
John Hutching 759-1916 '
701 Main — 7534273
Larry Scott 759-1811
Ron Wright 753-0156
Paul Garland 759-1651
James Parker 753-5180
Joe Parker 753-2656
